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COUNCIL REPORT: SEPTEMBER 1999 
The 1999-2000 Council held its second meeting on the weekend of 
September 17-19, 1999, in Edmonton. The members of AACIP 
Council were wonderful hosts, sponsoring a wine and cheese social 
attended by both councils and a contingent of Edmonton and area 
planners. CIP Council is most grateful to AACIP for the warm recep
tion and the chance to visit with planners from Alberta. While in 
Edmonton, Mr. Harasym had the pleasure of presenting CIP's Grand 
Prize Award for Planning Excellence to the Mayor and Council of the 
City of Edmonton. Council welcomed two new members: OUQ repre
sentative Normand Trottier and PIBC representative Rob Raycroft. 

Affiliate Report Highlights 
API 
The Atlantic Planners Institute representative, Mark Poirier, reported 
that licensing issues in Nova Scotia are still in process. He warned 
Council that if the licensing goes through, circumstances similar to 
those at OUQ may arise, in which licensed planners may not neces
sarily belong to CIP. Mr. Poirier then reported that API has agreed to 
host the 2003 CIP conference in Halifax. Furthermore, he said that 
API recently sent out an RFP to all API members in order recruit a 
newsletter editor. The affiliate has also been working on increasing its 
public profile by publishing the names of new full members in local 
newspapers. 

OUQ 
The OUQ Representative, Normand Trottier, passed on a word of 
thanks from the previous Quebec representative on CIP Council , 
Huguette Beland. Mr. Trottier reported that OUQ Council has 
adopted a resolution recommending the appointment of Mr. Pierre 
Dube to the Plan Canada Editorial Board, as well as the appointment 
of Mr. Leon Ploegaerts to the CIP Discipline Committee. OUQ has 
hired a consultant to work with its continuing education committee in 
order to develop an education policy for the affiliate. Mr. Trottier 
informed CIP Council that discussions are to be held on the profes
sional reserve acts of planners. Findings from these discussions will be 
circulated to the OUQ membership. 

OPPI 
The Ontario Professional Planners Institute representative, Valerie 
Cranmer, reported that OPPI has recently focused on developing 
action plans for the implementation of its Strategic Plan. Ms. Cranmer 
stated that OPPl's annual conference will be held in September in 
Collingwood. A compulsory program of professional liability insurance 
for all OPPI members (except students) will be presented to the mem
bership at the AGM. The annual premium will be $38. If the initiative 
is supported, information on the program will be provided to other 
affiliates for their consideration . 

MPPI 
The Manitoba Professional Planners Institute representative, Dave 
Palubeskie, reported the election of Chris Leach as president. Mr. 

Leach has proposed a very aggressive program for his two-year term. 
Mr. Palubeskie thanked CIP President Don Harasym for attending the 
MPPl's AGM, and for taking part in a discussion with planning stu
dents from the University of Manitoba on the benefits of membership 
in a professional association. 

APCPS 
The Association of Professional Community Planners of Saskatchewan 
representative, Denton Yeo, reported that the affiliate's AGM will take 
place in September, and that CIP Past President Patrick Deoux will be 
attending. This year's conference will be held in collaboration with the 
Saskatchewan Economic Development Association . Mr. Yeo also 
reported that APCPS is participating in a provincial task force that is 
preparing a position paper on the effects of recent municipal legisla
tive changes to regional and provincial governments. 

AACIP 
The Alberta Association, Canadian Institute of Planners representative, 
Wayne Jackson, welcomed CIP Council to Edmonton. Mr. Jackson 
reported that, for the first time in five years, the Community Planning 
Association will not be participating in AACIP's annual conference, 
which will be held in the fall of 2000. The two associations have 
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decided to hold separate conferences. Mr. Jackson also reported that 
there has been an increase in the number of applications from new 
immigrants, and that the Membership Committee is looking for guid
ance in the matter of evaluating foreign degrees. 

PIBC 
According to the Planning Institute of British Columbia representative, 
Rob Raycroft, the affiliate's AGM (held in May in Whitehorse) resulted 
in the election of Blake Hudema as president and Harry Harker as 
vice-president. Mr. Raycroft reported that Council is focusing much of 
its attention this year on professional development. A special task 
force has been established to monitor current events and prepare 
position papers for the purpose of raising the affiliate's public profile. 
With nearly 800 members, PIBC is continuing to grow. PIBC has also 
set up a task force to look at possible changes to B.C.'s municipal leg
islation. 

President's Report 
President Harasym summarized his CIP activities from June to 
September, 1999. Work on CIP's Management and Organizational 
Structure Study was a major initiative. Tasks included preparing a 
"terms of reference," requesting and evaluating consultant proposals, 
preparing an agreement with the selected consultant (Gary Williams 
and Associates), contacting prospective interviewees to inform them 

of the project and to request their participation, and assisting in the 
preparation of questions for interviewees. Mr. Harasym also consulted 
the present Chair of the Editorial Board of Plan Canada, Alan Young, 
as well as the new Chair, Ian Wight, on issues concerning the maga
zine and its editorial board. He also worked with CIP staff regarding 
the selection of an award for Plan Canada journalism, made arrange
ments to attend the MPPI, OPPI and API affiliate AGMs, and assisted 
in the preparations for CIP Council meetings in Edmonton 
(September) and Toronto (November) . Time was also allocated to the 
recruitment of new members for the Plan Canada Editorial Board , 
along with new members for CIP's Discipline Committee. Other activi
ties included updating CIP's Three-Year Strategic Plan and One-Year 
Action Plan, and preparing three "Reports from the President" for 
issues of Plan Canada. 

Student Representative's Report 
Student representative Andrew Baigent reported that 2 ,000 informa
tion packages were distributed to students in (IP-recog
nized planning programs, and that a total of $4,500 in 
sponsorship was collected for the project. Council con
gratulated Andrew on his success in assembling and 
distributing the package. Mr. Baigent also said that 
he was assembling his first student page for Plan 
Canada, and that he was developing a Student 
Page on CIP's web site. He will be developing rec
ommendations for CIP Council on the matter of 
student nomination and election procedures, 
which will be designed to enable students to vote 
at their schools for their CIP representative. Mr. 
Baigent suggested that the addition of a "stu
dent day" be considered for future CIP confer
ences. 

AACIP Delegation 
Don Harasym welcomed AACIP President Doug 
Parrish and members of AACIP Council. Mr. Parrish 
announced that a prominent planner was currently 
being sought to act as Chair of the 2005 CIP/ AACIP 
joint conference. Mr. Parrish also reported that AACIP 
supports acceptance of the Associate Membership 
Category, and asked CIP Council to continue pro
moting this category. AACIP informed CIP that its 
training video is currently being reviewed for 
possible use by other affiliates . CIP may be 
approached by AACIP to assist in reproduc-
tion of the video. 
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Don Harasym, 
MCIP, 

Plan 

President of Canadian 
Institute of Planners. 

RAPPORT DU CONSEIL 
Le Conseil de 1999-2000 a tenu sa deuxieme rencontre durant la fin de 

semaine des 17-19 septembre 1999 a Edmonton. Les membres du 

Consei/ de l'AAC/P ont ete des hates charmants et ont offert une 

reception de vin et fromages a laquelle ont assiste Jes deux consei/s 

ainsi qu'un nombre d'urbanistes d'Edmonton et de la region. Le Conseil 

de /'ICU tient a remercier l'AAC/P pour son accuei/ chaleureux et pour 

l'opportunite d'echanger avec des urbanistes albertains. A cette 
occasion, M. Harasym a eu le plaisir de presenter le Prix d'excellence en 

urbanisme de /'ICU au maire et au conseil de la Ville d'Edmonton. Le 

consei/ a egalement accueilli deux nouveaux membres: le representant 

de /'OUQ, Normand Trottier, et le representant du PIBC, Rob Raycroft. 

Informations des institutions affiliees 
API 
Le representant de l'lnstitut des urbanistes des provinces at/antiques 
(Atlantic Planners Institute), Mark Poirier, a informe de la situation de 

l'octroi des licences en Nouvelle-Ecosse. II a prevenu le Consei/ que, si 

cette situation se concretise, ii pourrait arriver, comme dans le cas de 

l'OUQ, que des urbanistes agrees ne fassent pas necessairement partie 
de /'ICU. M. Poirier a indique egalement que l'API a accepte d'accueillir 

le congres de 2003 de /'ICU a Halifax. De plus, l'API a recemment 

diffuse un avis a tous ses membres afin de recruter un editeur pour son 

bulletin. L'institution desire se faire connaftre le plus largement possible 

aupres du public au moyen de la publication des noms de ses nouveaux 

membres dans Jes iournaux locaux. 

OUQ 
Le representant de /'OUQ, Normand Trottier, a transmis aux 

participants Jes remerciements de la representante precedente du 

Quebec a /'ICU, Huguette Beland. M. Trottier a informe que le Consei/ 

de l'OUQ a adopte une resolution recommandant la nomination de M. 
Pierre Dube au comite de redaction de Plan Canada, ainsi que la 
nomination de M. Leon Ploegaerts au comite de discipline de /'ICU. 

L'OUQ a engage un consultant pour seconder son comite sur 

/'education permanente en vue de developper une politique 

d'education pour /'institution. M. Trottier a informe le Consei/ que des 

discussions seront tenues concernant Jes actes professionnels des 

urbanistes. Les resultats de ces discussions seront diffuses a tous /es 

membres de l'OUQ. 

OPPI 
La representante de /'/nstitut des urbanistes professionnels de /'Ontario 

(Ontario Professional Planners Institute), Valerie Cranmer, a informe 

que /'OPP/ a concentre ses efforts sur la mise sur pied de son Plan 

strategique. Mme Cranmer a indique que le congres annue/ de /'OPP/ 

se tiendra en septembre a Collingwood. Un programme obligatoire 

d'assurance responsabilite professionnelle pour tous Jes membres de 
/'OPP/ (sauf Jes etudiants) sera presente aux membres /ors de 

/'assemblee generale annuelle. La prime annuelle en sera de 38 $. Si 

/'initiative est acceptee, /'information sur le programme sera diffusee 

aux autres institutions affiliees. 

MPPI 
Le representant de l'lnstitut des urbanistes professionnels du Manitoba 
(Manitoba Professional Planners Institute), Dave Pa/ubeskie, a informe 

que Chris Leach a ete e/u president. M . Leach a propose un programme 
tres agressif pour son mandat de deux ans. M. Palubeskie a remercie le 

president de /'ICU, Don Harasym pour sa participation a l'assemblee 

generale annuelle du MPPI, et pour avoir pris part a une discussion avec 

des etudiants en urbanisme de l'Universite du Manitoba portant sur Jes 

avantages d'etre membre d'une association professionnelle. 

APCPS 
Le representant de /'Association des urbanistes professionnels de la 

Saskatchewan (Association of Professional Community Planners of 

Saskatchewan), Denton Yeo, a informe que l'assemblee generale 

annuelle aura lieu en septembre, et que le president sortant de /'ICU, 

Patrick Deoux, y participera. Le congres de cette annee aura lieu en 

collaboration avec /'Association de developpement economique de la 

Saskatchewan. M. Yeo a indique que l'APCPS participe a un comite 

provincial charge de la preparation d'un document portant sur les effets 

des recents changements legislatifs municipaux sur les 
gouvernements regional et provincial. 
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AACIP 
Le representant de /'association de /'Alberta, lnstitut Canadien des 
urbanistes (Alberta Association, Canadian Institute of Planners), Wayne 

Jackson, a souhaite la bienvenue au Conseil de /'ICU. M . Jackson a 

informe que, pour la premiere fois en cinq ans, /'association des 
urbanistes (Community Planning Association) ne participera pas au 

congres annue/ de /'AAC/P qui se tiendra a l'automne 2000, Jes deux 

associations ayant decide d'organiser des congres separes. M. Jackson a 

aussi indique qu'il y a eu un accroissement du nombre de candidatures 

de nouveaux immigrants, et que le Comite des membres est a la 

recherche de conseils afin de pouvoir eva/uer Jes dipl6mes etrangers. 

PIBC 
Le representant de l'lnstitut des urbanistes de la Colombie-Britannique 
(Planning Institute of British Columbia), Rob Raycroft, informe Jes 

participants que, /ors de /'assemblee generale annuelle du PIBC tenue 
en mai a Whitehorse, Blake Hudema a ete elu president et Harry Harker 

vice-president. M. Raycroft a indique que le Conseil concentre une 

grande partie de son attention sur le developpement professionnel. Un 

comite special a ete forme afin de suivre Jes activites actuelles et 

preparer des documents visant a faire connaftre davantage le profil de 
/'institution. Avec pres de 800 membres, le PIBC continue de croftre. Le 

PIBC a aussi forme un comite charge d'evaluer Jes possibles 

modifications de la legislation municipale de la Colombie-Britannique. 

Rapport du President 
Le president Harasym a resume ses activites a /'ICU de iuin a septembre 

1999, l'une des initiatives principa/es ayant ete l'etude sur la structure 

organisationnelle et de gestion de /'ICU. Les taches inc/uaient la 

preparation des " termes de reference ", la demande de /'evaluation 

des propositions des consultants, la preparation d'un contrat avec le 
consultant retenu (Gary Williams et Associes), la communication avec 

Jes personnes a interviewer afin de Jes informer du proiet et /eur 

demander leur participation, et /'assistance a la preparation des 

questions pour ces personnes. M . Harasym a aussi consulte /'actuel 

president du comite de redaction de Plan Canada, Alan Young, ainsi 

que le nouveau president, Ian Wight, a propos des questions 
concernant le magazine et son comite editorial. II a aussi travaille avec 

le personnel de /'ICU sur la selection d'un prix pour un article 

iournalistique de Plan Canada, fait Jes arrangements necessaires pour 
participer aux assemblees generales annuelles du MPPI, de /'OPP/ et de 

/'API. II a egalement collabore a la preparation des reunions du Conseil 

de /'ICU a Edmonton (septembre) et a Toronto (novembre). II a 

consacre du temps au recrutement de nouveaux membres pour le 

comite de redaction de Plan Canada, ainsi que de nouveaux membres 

pour le Comite disciplinaire de l'lnstitut. D'autres activites incluaient la 

mise a iour du Plan strategique de trois ans et du Plan d'action d'un an, 

ainsi que la preparation de trois " Rapports du president " pour des 
numeros de Plan Canada. 

Rapport du representant des etudiants 
Le representant des etudiants, Andrew Baigent, a informe que 2 000 
pochettes d'information ont ete distribuees aux etudiants des 

programmes d'urbanisme reconnus par /'ICU, et qu'un total de 4 500 $ 
ont ete obtenus des commanditaires pour Jes fins du proiet. Le Consei/ 

a fe/icite Andrew pour ses demarches. M. Baigent a aussi informe qu'il 

travaille a la preparation de la premiere page etudiante pour Plan 

Canada, et qu'il prepare une page etudiante pour le site Web de /'ICU. 
II enverra au Conseil des recommandations concernant la nomination 

des etudiants et Jes procedures d'election afin que Jes etudiants puissent 

voter pour le representant de /eur universite a /'ICU. M. Baigent a 

suggere que Jes prochains congres de /'ICU inc/uent une " ;ournee des 

etudiants ". 

Delegation de I' AACIP 
Don Harasym a souhaite la bienvenue aux membres du Conseil de 

l'AAC/P ainsi qu'a son president, Doug Parrish. Ce dernier a annonce 

qu'un urbaniste eminent est pressenti afin de presider le congres 

conioint C/P/ AAC/P de 2005. II a egalement informe que son 

association appuie l'acceptation de la categorie de Membre associe, et 

a demande a /'ICU de poursuivre la promotion de cette categorie. 

L'AAC/P a informe /'ICU que son video de formation est en revision en 

vue de sa possible utilisation par d'autres institutions affiliees, et qu'ils 
contacterontprobablement /'ICU pour obtenir /eur appui pour la 

reproduction de ce video. 
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CIP Budget 
Council reviewed the 1999 budget in detail and was able to make a 
number of cuts to balance it. The budget shortfall was caused by rev

enue levels that were lower than had been projected at the Montreal 
conference, combined with several unanticipated expenditures. The 
cuts-totalling $23,400-included the deferral of a salary survey to 
2000, the withholding of a contribution to the student scholarship 
fund for 1999, the deferral of production of the workbook " Planners 
Working with Kids, " the reduction of temporary wages , and the dele
tion of production of a brochure on World Town Planning Day. 
Discussion focused on the need to avoid deficit budgets by building in 
a contingency in all future budgets, as well as the need to examine 
ways to increase revenues while not reducing services to a detrimental 

level. 

Plan Canada Editorial Board 
CIP Council received Alan Young's resignation from the position of 
Editorial Board Chair, to which he had devoted many years of service. 
Members of Council would like to express their thanks to Mr. Young 
for a job well done. Council resolved to appoint a present board mem
ber, Ian Wight, as Chair, and to re-appoint Nancy Marshall and Hap 
Stelling to two-year terms. Also appointed as new members were 
Pierre Dube and Graham Stallard , on the recommendations of OUQ 
and PIBC, respectively. 

Plan Canada Awards 
CIP staff provided Council with a progress report on the Plan Canada 
Awards Jury. The committee consists of the following members: 
Laurent Mougeot (acting as Chair), Elizabeth Sweatman, Chantal 
Laliberte, Barb Dembek, John Livey, Mary Bishop, Armand Robichaud 
and Denton Yeo. Council considered their recommendations on proce
dure guidelines for the prizes and, as a result, adopted resolutions to 
the effect that refereed articles published in 1998 and 1999 will be 
considered for the award; that jury members who have published arti
cles will be eligible; and that the Managing Editor will be excluded 

from the jury for this year. 

Awards for Planning Excellence 
Council considered several recommendations from the 1999 Awards 
for Planning Excellence Jury, and resolved not only to leave the criteria 
unchanged for the 2000 awards but to limit submissions to one per 
jurisdiction and principal planner. Linda Allen from PIBC was 
appointed to the jury. Council also delegated to the Chair of the Jury 
the responsibility of selecting and appointing a francophone member. 

Fellows By-law Amendment 
Council received the results of a mail-in ballot on changes to the pro
cedures for recruiting Fellows. Of the 687 ballots received , 631 were 
in favour and 34 opposed, with 22 spoiled ballots. The changes to the 
by-law are designed to encourage the nomination of worthy candi
dates and to provide more consistent standards for their nomination. 
Council resolved to appoint Past President Patrick Deoux to act as 
Chair of the Fellows Selection Committee for 1999, and to ask each 
affiliate to recommend the name of a fellow or a full member to sit on 
the selection committee for 1999. 

University Recognition 
On the recommendation of OPPI, Council adopted a resolution 
approving the Master of Environmental Studies (Planning) Program at 
York University. OPPI representative Valerie Cranmer reported that 
OPPI was very pleased with the work done on the Intensive Review. 

Discipline Committee 
President-Elect Mark Seasons agreed to review the Discipline Code 
and to take the lead on the development of guidelines. Council 
appointed Tim Stuart, Peter Walker and Leon Ploegaerts to the 
Discipline Committee. 

Retirement of Council Members 
Council gave its thanks and good byes to API representative Mark 
Poirier, and to OPPI representative Valerie Cranmer. 

COUNCIL REPORT: NOVEMBER 1999 
The 1999-2000 Council held its third meeting on the weekend of 
November 12-14, 1999, in Toronto. OPPI generously provided its 
meeting room for CIP use. With the assistance of CIP student repre
sentative Andrew Baigent, OPPI also organized a "Mix and Mingle" 
social for Ontario planning students, which was attended by represen-
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tatives of the planning programs at Ryerson, the University of 
Toronto, Queen's, Guelph and Waterloo, among others. Council wel
comed two new members: API representative John Jarvie and OPPI 
representative Dennis Jacobs. 

Affiliate Report Highlights 
API representative John Jarvie reported that the affiliate held its con
ference in Halifax between the 26th and 29th of October. Mr. Jarvie 
also remarked that the work of the CIP 2000 Conference Committee 
is progressing well, and that submissions for presentations are now 
being reviewed. Work is in progress regarding the Nova Scotia 
Legislation Planning Act. To help raise public awareness of CIP mem
bers, a list of all full API members was recently published in newspa
pers in all four Atlantic provinces. 

OPPI representative Dennis Jacobs reported that OPPl's conference, 
held in September in Collingwood, was extremely successful, with 
over 470 delegates registered. Mr. Jacobs also said that work contin
ues on the implementation of OPPl's Strategic Plan, and that a con
sulting firm as been retained to prepare a communications plan . Other 
activities at the affiliate include the development of a senior practi
t ioner outreach program, as well as further review of a group liability 
insurance program for members. 

MPPI representative David Palubeskie reported that Manitoba's new 
NDP government has expressed interest in supporting a bill to recog
nize the registered professional planner name. MPPI has recently 
launched a new web site, which can be viewed at: www.mppi.mb.ca 

APCPS representative Denton Yeo reported that the Saskatchewan 
affiliate held its AGM and conference in September. The membership 
adopted a by-law that incorporates the category of Public Associate 
Membership. The conference was held in conjunction with the 
Saskatchewan Economic Developers Association . A one-day workshop 
on zoning administration attracted over 150 municipal administrators 
and councillors. 

Alberta representative Wayne Jackson reported that membership
now 431 strong-continues to grow. The Alberta Community Planner 
Regulation is currently under review as part of a major provincial leg
islative program. Mr. Jackson also reported that a number of munici
palities proclaimed World Town Planning Day on November 8. 

President's Report 
President Don Harasym summarized his CIP activities from September 
to November, 1999. These included attending the OPPI Conference, 
AGM and Council meeting in Collingwood, September 21-24; attend
ing the API Conference, AGM and council meeting, as well as a meet
ing of the CIP 2000 Conference Committee , in Halifax, October 27-
29; and chairing a teleconference of the CIP and affiliate Membership 
Chairs on November 3. Mr. Harasym also reported that the CIP 
Executive Director, Lise Newton-Lalonde, has resigned. 

Student Representative's Report 
Student representative Andrew Baigent reported that all university 
planning program information is now up to date and will soon be 
added to the CIP web site. Mr. Baigent stated that planning for the 
CAPS Conference, to be held in Vancouver in February, 2000, is well 
underway. 

Task Force on Associate Membership Category 
David Palubeskie reported that he circulated the report to all affiliates, 
requesting feedback on whether CIP should treat the Associate 
Membership Category as a national initiative. Mr. Palubeskie sug

gested that having CIP promote the associate category may create an 
opportunity to increase the size of the membership. Council resolved 
to proceed with this initiative. 

Plan Canada Editorial Board 
CIP Council appointed Robert Shipley to the Plan Canada Editorial 

Board . 

Recognition of University Programs 
On the recommendation of OPPI, Council adopted a resolution 
endorsing the report and recommendations of a site visit committee 
for the Intensive Review of the degrees of Bachelor of Environmental 
Studies (Honours Planning), Masters of Arts (Planning), Masters of 
Environmental Studies (Planning), and the Doctor of Philosophy 
(Planning) from the University of Waterloo. 



Plan Ra arts du President 

Budget de l'ICU 
Le Conseil a fait une revision detaillee de son budget 1999, et plusieurs 
reductions ant pu etre effectuees a fin de le balancer. Le manque a gagner 
du budget etait du a des revenus inferieurs a ce qui avait ete planifie /ors du 
congres de Montreal, combine a plusieurs depenses imprevues. Les 
coupures - pour un total de 23 400 $ - comprennent le report a /'an 2000 
d'une enquete sur le salaire, le report de la production du livre «Planners 
Workins with Kids», la reduction des salaires temporaires, ainsi que 
/'abandon de la production d'une brochure sur la Journee mondiale de la 
planification urbaine. Les discussions ant surtout porte sur la necessite 
d'eviter Jes deficits en incluant dans Jes futurs budgets une partie consacree 
aux imprevus; ii fut egalement question d'analyser Jes moyens a prendre 
pour augmenter Jes revenus sans reduire Jes services de far;on pre;udiciab/e. 

Comite de redaction de Plan Canada 
Le Conseil a rer;u la demission d'Alan Young comme president du comite, 
auquel ii a consacre de nombreuses annees de service. Les membres du 
Conseil tiennent a remercier M. Young pour son excellent travail. Le 
Consei/ a decide de nommer Ian Wight president, et de renouveler Jes 
mandats de Nancy Marshall et de Hap Stelling pour deux ans. Sur 
recommandation de l 'OUQ et du PJBC respectivement Pierre Dube et 
Graham Stallard ant ete nommes nouveaux membres de ce comite. 

Prix Plan Canada 
Le personnel de /'ICU a presente au Conseil un rapport d'etape sur la cons
titution du ;ury des prix Plan Canada. Le comite comprend Jes membres 
suivants : Laurent Mougeot (president), Elizabeth Sweatman, Chantal 
Laliberte, Barb Dembek, John Livey, Mary Bishop, Armand Robichaud et 
Denton Yeo. Le Conseil a analyse leurs recommandations sur Jes procedures 
a suivre pour l'octroi des prix, et a en consequence adopte des resolutions a 
l'effet que des articles publies en 1998 et 1999 et soumis a des arbitres 
soient consideres pour le prix, que Jes membres du ;ury ayant publie des 
articles soient eligibles, et que le directeur de la publication ne fasse pas 
partie du ;ury pour cette annee. 

Prix d'excellence en urbanisme 
Le Conseil a etudie plusieurs recommandations faites par le ;ury des prix 
d'excellence en urbanisme 1999, et a decide non seulement de ne pas 
changer Jes criteres pour Jes prix de 2000, mais aussi de limiter Jes soumis
sions a une par ;uridiction et par urbaniste principal. Linda Allen du PIBC a 
ete nommee au ;ury. Le Conseil a egalement delegue au president du ;ury la 
responsabilite de la selection et la nomination d'un membre francophone. 

Amendement au reglement sur les «Fellows» 
Le Consei/ a rer;u Jes resultats du scrutin sur Jes changements aux procedures 
pour recruter Jes " Fellows ". Des 687 votes obtenus, 631 etaient pour, et 34 
contre, avec 22 votes annules. Les changements au reglement visent a encou
rager la nomination de candidats not.ables, et a fournir Jes regles plus consis
t.antes pour leur nomination. Le Conseil a decide de nommer Patrick Deoux 
president du Comite pour la selection des «Fellows» pour 1999, et a de
mande a toutes Jes institutions affiliees de soumettre le nom d'un «Fellow» 
ou d'un membre permanent pour faire partie de ce comite pour 1999. 

Reconnaissance universitaire 
Sur recommandation de /'OPP/, le Conseil a adopte une resolution approu
vant le programme de Maftrise en etudes environnement.ales (urbanisme) a 
l'Universite de York. La represent.ante de /'OPP/, Valerie Cranmer, informe 
le conseil que /'OPP! a ete tres satisfait du travail effectue /ors de cette 
analyse complete. 

Comite de discipline 
Le president e/u Mark Seasons a accepte d'etudier le Code de discipline et 
de diriger la mise sur pied des lignes directrices. Le Conseil a nomme Tim 
Stuart, Peter Walker et Leon Ploegaerts sur ce comite. 

Membres du conseil sortant 
Le Conseil a exprime ses remerciements et ses meilleurs voeux au represen
t.ant de l'API, Mark Poirier, et a la represent.ante de /'OPP/, Valerie Cranmer. 

COMPTE-RENDU DE LA REUNION DU 
CONSEIL DE NOVEMBRE 1999 
Le Consei/ 1999-2000 a tenu sa troisieme reunion durant la fin de semaine 
des 12-14 novembre 1999 a Toronto. L'OPPI a genereusement offert sa 
salle de reunion a /'ICU. Avec /'aide du represent.ant des etudiants de l'ICU, 
Andrew Baigent, /'OPP! a aussi organise une rencontre des etudiants en 
urbanisme de l'Ont.ario le 12 novembre a /aquelle ant participe des repre
sent.ants, entre autres, des programmes d'etudes des universites de Ryerson, 
Toronto, Queen's, Guelph et Waterloo. Taus ant eu beaucoup de plaisir a 
cette occasion. Le Conseil a souhaite la bienvenue a deux nouveaux mem
bres, John Jarvie represent.ant l'API, et Dennis Jacobs, represent.ant /'OPP/. 
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Informations des institutions membres 
Le represent.ant de l'API, John Jarvie, informe Jes participants que l'API a 
tenu son congres a Halifax du 26 au 29 octobre. M. Jarvie indique aussi 
que le travail du comite du congres 2000 de /'ICU va ban train et que Jes 
propositions de communications sont presentement a l'etude. Le travail 
avance en ce qui a trait a la Loi sur l'urbanisme de la Nouvelle-Ecosse. Afin 
de faire connaftre Jes membres de /'ICU au public, une liste des membres 
permanents de l'API a ete publiee recemment dans Jes ;ournaux des quatre 
provinces de /'At/antique. 

Le representant de /'OPP/, Dennis Jacobs, informe que le congres de /'OPP/ 
tenu en septembre a Collingwood a ete un succes, avec plus de 470 inscrip
tions. M. Jacobs indique aussi que le travail se poursuit concernant la mise 
sur pied du plan strategique de /'OPP/ et qu 'une firme de consult.ants a ete 
engagee pour preparer un plan de communications. D'autres activites se 
poursuivent, incluant un programme pour Jes praticiens seniors et la revision 
d'un programme d'assurance-reponsabilite de groupe pour Jes membres. 

Le represent.ant du MPPI, David Palubeskie, informe que le nouveau 
gouvernement du NPD du Manitoba a manifeste son interet a appuyer une 
Joi visant a reconnaftre le nom enregistre d'urbaniste professionnel. Le 
MPPI vient de creer un nouveau site Web dont /'adresse est la suivante : 
www.mppi.mb.ca. 

Le represent.ant de l'APCPS, Denton Yeo, informe que /'institution de la 
Saskatchewan a tenu son assemblee generale annuelle et son congres en 
septembre. Les membres ant adopte une clause qui incorpore desormais la 
categorie de Membre associe. Le congres s'est tenu con;ointement avec 
!'Association des promoteurs economiques de la Saskatchewan. Une 
;ournee consacree a la gestion du zonage a attire au congres plus de 150 
gestionnaires municipaux et conseillers. 

Le represent.ant de /'Alberta, Wayne Jackson, informe que le nombre de ses 
membres continue d'augmenter, compt.ant ace ;our 431 membres. Le 
Reglement d'urbanisme de la communaute de /'Alberta (Alberta Commu
nity Planner Regulation) est presentement a l'etude comme faisant partie 
d'un programme provincial legislatif ma;eur. M. Jackson indique aussi que 
des municipalites ant proclame le 8 novembre lour mondial de la 
planification urbaine. 

Rapport du president 
Le present Harasym resume ses activites a /'ICU de septembre a novembre 
1999, qui incluent sa participation au congres de /'OPP/, a l'assemblee gene
ra/e annuelle et au congres a Collingwood du 21 au 24 septembre, sa parti
cipation au congres de l'API, a /'assemblee generale annuelle et la reunion 
du consei/, ainsi qu'a une reunion du comite du congres 2000 de /'ICU du 
27 au 29 octobre; ii a aussi preside une teleconference de /'ICU et des presi
dents des associations membres le 3 novembre. M. Harasym informe egale
ment le conseil de la demission de la Directrice genera/e, Lise Newton
Lalonde. 

Rapport du representant des etudiants 
Le represent.ant des etudiants, Andrew Baigent, informe le conseil que 
toute /'information sur le programme d'etudes urbaines est desormais a 
;our, et sera bient6t incorporee au site Web de /'ICU. M. Baigent indique 
que la planification du congres du CAPS qui aura lieu a Vancouver en 
fevrier 2000 est en bonne voie. 

Comite sur la categorie de Membre associe 
David Palubeskie informe qu 'il a fait circuler le rapport aupres des institu
tions affiliees afin d'obtenir /eur opinion concernant la possibilite que /'ICU 
considere la categorie de Membre associe comme une initiative nationale. 
M. Palubeskie suggere que le fait que /'ICU encourage cette categorie 
pourra faire augmenter le nombre de membres. Le Conseil decide de 
proceder avec cette initiative et un plan de travail sera developpe. 

Comite de redaction de Plan Canada 
Le Consei/ de /'ICU designe Robert Shipley comme membre du comite 
de redaction de Plan Canada. 

Reconnaissance des programmes universitaires 
Sur la recommandation de /'OPP/, le Consei/ adopte une resolution 
approuvant le rapport et Jes recommandations d'un comite qui a 
effectue sur place /'analyse complete des dip/6mes de BAC en Etudes 
environnementales en urbanisme, de maftrise en Urbanisme, de maftrise 
en Etudes environnement.ales en urbanisme, et de doctorat en 
urbanisme de l'Universite de Waterloo. 
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Plan Re orts from the President 

Report on the CIP Management and 
Strudure Study 

On November 13, 1999, CIP Council received as a delegation the 
management consultant hired by CIP, Mr. Gary Williams, who pre
sented his draft report on CIP management and structure. Mr. 

Williams advised Council that, since beginning the project in July 
1999, he has conducted over forty interviews of people associated 
with CIP, including Past Presidents, current and recently retired 
Council members, consultants, chairs of CIP conference committees, 
and staff (including past Executive Directors and affiliate staff) . Mr. 
Williams indicated that CIP is at a crossroads and that decisions must 
be made concerning the future of the Institute. He proposed that CIP 
implement recommendations to change the management structure of 
CIP and to change the ways that services are delivered to the mem
bership. CIP, he stated, has not matured at the same pace as some of 
the affiliates (notably, OPPI and OUQ). He strongly recommended 
that CIP offer services to its members with greater foresight and 
vigour. 

Based on Mr. Williams's report, Council resolved to proceed with a 
wide range of changes. The following is a summary of the decisions 
made. Council proposes: 
• that the current one-year term of the President be increased to two 

years; 
• that the President-Elect position become that of Vice-President, and 

that elections for this position be held every two years; 
• that the position of Past President be eliminated. 

Council intends to submit these proposed changes to the membership 
early in 2000, by means of a mail ballot. During the transition, the 
position of Past President will be eliminated with the completion of 
Mark Seasons' term. 

Other decisions involved the following matters: 

The establishment of a new committee structure consisting of three 
Standing Committees, each responsible for specific functional areas 

Mr. Williams indicated that the present committee structure at CIP is 
inefficient, and he proposed that Council consider changing the 
reporting and responsibility level for committees. The change would 
provide an opportunity for more involvement from members while 
increasing CIP's ability to communicate with members. Appointments 
to the Standing Committees would be the responsibility of the 
President. The new Standing Committees are as follows: 
- Member Services/ Administration 
- Communication/Education 
- Public Image/Government Relations/International 

The hiring of a human resources consultant to assist in the 
recruitment of a new Executive Director 

Council members emphasized the importance of recruiting a highly 
qualified Executive Director to assist CIP in implementing its goals. 
They were of the view that a professional human resources consulting 
firm was required in order to locate a suitable candidate. 

The necessity of discussing, with the HR firm, the salary range for 
the position of Executive Director, and of ensuring that the 2000 
budget reflects the salary proposed 

Mr. Williams stated that the current salary range is relatively lpw, and 
that an increase is necessary to attract the right candidates. 

The importance of stating in the advertisement for the Executive 
Director that a working knowledge of both official languages is 
preferable 

The establishment, by the CIP Office, of a system to track and 
identify staff time and costs relating to all major cost centres 

Mr. Williams strongly emphasized the need to identify the costs and 
staff time involved in all major projects, such as conferences, Plan 
Canada, services to affiliates, member service programs, international 
programs, professional development, and general administration . This 
documentation will enable Council to allocate costs and measure the 
effectiveness of all projects being undertaken by CIP. 
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Mr. Williams also recommended that 
consultants be engaged whenever 
they are required, but that it is 
important to request proposals in 
order to check the market. (In the 
case of the conference consultant, 
however, such a request is not 
always necessary if the relationship 
and work are well received .) When 
dealing with any contract for prod
ucts (i.e., special projects), CIP 
should consider requesting propos
als. 

Furthermore, since the current oper
ations of CIP rely too heavily on 
membership revenues, Mr. Williams 
recommended that CIP explore 
other ways to build revenues. He 
also suggested that member services 
be improved and that any project 
undertaken by CIP be cost recover
able. 

An investigation by CIP of the 
feasibility a single database for CIP 
and affiliate membership, in order 
to eliminate the duplication of data 
entry 

Mr. Williams reported that several 
interviewees expressed their belief 
that there was considerable duplica-
tion of services between CIP and its 
affiliates. His findings, however, 
identified only one service in which 
duplication occurs : the membership databases housed at CIP and at 
each of the affiliates. 

Consideration of the possibility of providing or enhancing services 
to CIP members, such as professional development, a group benefit 
program, auto and fire insurance, liability insurance, long-distance 
services, and discounts on hotels and car rentals 

OPPI currently provides all of the above programs to their members, 
and it has been suggested that, with the collaboration of OPPI, CIP 
could extend these services to all of the other affiliates. 

The convening of a constitutional forum 

In his report, Mr. Williams recommended that CIP and the affiliates 
convene a forum as soon as possible, in order to identify, discuss and 
reaffirm the roles of CIP and the affiliates. He further recommended 
that participants include the current CIP Council, the affiliate presi
dents, a cross-section of CIP Past Presidents, the CIP Executive 
Director, the Executive Directors of OPPI and OUQ and, from each of 
the other affiliates, a key person responsible for member services. The 
forum was described as a constitutional conference, the outcome of 
which may require ratification by the membership. President-Elect 

Mark Seasons agreed to prepare an implementation plan with various 
timing and location options for this forum. One option would be to 
hold it in conjunction with the 2000 CIP Conference, which will take 
place in Charlottetown in June. 

On behalf of Council, President Don Harasym thanked Gary Williams 
for a job well done. In turn, Mr. Williams thanked CIP for the opportu
nity to work on the project, and advised Council that CIP has a 
tremendous opportunity for renewal. Mr. Williams will make amend
ments to the report and circulate it to Council for review. The final 
report will then be distributed to affiliates and the membership for 
information and feedback. Members who are interested in reading the 
full report should visit the CIP web site. 

The coordination of affiliate appointments to CIP Council 

With the exceptions of Alberta and Ontario, all affiliates appoint their 
CIP representatives to two-year terms. To establish consistency in this 
regard, Council resolved to ask AACIP and OPPI to consider extending 
their representatives' terms to two years. 



Plan Ra arts du President 

Rapport sur l'etude de la gestion et la 
strudure de l'ICU 

Le 13 novembre, le Consei/ de /'ICU a accueil/i M. Gary Williams, 

consultant en gestion engage par /'ICU, qui a presente son pro;et de 

rapport sur la gestion et la structure de /'ICU. M. Williams a informe le 

Conseil que, depuis le debut du pro;et en ;uillet 1999, ii a mene plus de 
quarante entrevues aupres de personnes associees a /'ICU, incluant 

d'anciens presidents, le Conseil actuel de /'ICU, des recents anciens 

membres du Consei/, des consultants travail/ant aupres de /'ICU, des 

presidents de comites de col/oques de /'ICU, du personnel de /'ICU 
inc/uant les anciens directeurs executifs et le personnel affilie. M. 
Williams indique que /'ICU se trouve a la croisee des chemins et qu'il 

faudra prendre des decisions quanta /'avenir de l'lnstitut. II a propose 

que /'ICU mette sur pied des recommandations visant a modifier sa 

structure de gestion ainsi que sa far;on de fournir des services a ses 

membres. II a souligne que /'ICU n 'a pas mOri organisationnellement au 
meme rythme que quelques institutions affi/iees, notamment /'OPP/ et 

l'OUQ. II a fortement recommande que /'ICU se montre pro-actif dans 

/es services qu'il rend a ses membres. 

En se basant sur le rapport de M. Williams, le Consei/ a decide de 

mettre sur pied toute une serie de changements. Les principa/es 

decisions se resument comme suit: 

• Que le mandat du President passe de un a deux ans 

• Que le paste de president e/u devienne le paste de vice-president, et 

que les elections pour ce paste aient lieu tousles deux ans 

• Que le paste de President sortant soit elimine. 

Le Conseil a /'intention de soumettre /es changements proposes a ses 

membres au moyen d'un scrutin au debut de 2000. Dans le reglement 
modifie, la duree du mandat du president passera de un an a deux ans, 

le paste de president elu sera change pour ce/ui de vice-president, 

/'election du vice-president aura lieu tous /es deux ans et le paste de 

President sortant sera e/imine. Le paste de President sortant se 
terminera a la fin du mandat de Mark Season. 

D'autres decisions ont ete prises : 

Creation d'une nouvelle structure consistant en trois Comites 
permanents, chacun responsable de domaines specifiques 

M. Williams a souligne que l'actuelle structure des comites a /'ICU n'est 

pas fonctionnelle et ii a propose que le Consei/ envisage de modifier le 

degre de responsabilites des comites. Ce changement serait /'occasion 

pour que les membres s'impliquent davantage, et aiderait /'ICU a mieux 

communiquer avec ses membres. La nomination des Comites 

permanents serait la responsabilite du president. Les nouveaux Comites 
permanents seront /es suivants : 

- Services aux membres/ Administration 

- Communication/ Education 

- Image de marque/ Relations avec le gouvernementllnternational. 

Le Conseil a decide d'engager un consultant en ressources 
humaines pour l'assister dans le recrutement d'un nouveau 
directeur executif. 

Les membres du Conseil ont souligne /'importance de recruter un 

directeur executif hautement qua/ifie capable d'aider /'ICU a realiser ses 
ob;ectifs, et ont convenu qu'il fallait pour ce/a faire appel a une firme 

professionnelle de consultants en ressources humaines. 

Le salaire du poste de directeur executif sera discute avec la firme 
de RH, et sera compris au budget de 2000. 

M. Williams a indique que l'actuel salaire est trap bas, et qu'une 

augmentation est necessaire afin d'attirer le candidat approprie. 

L'annonce pour le poste de directeur executif specifiera qu'une 
connaissance des deux langues officielles est preferable. 

L'ICU creera un systeme pour identifier le temps du personnel et les 
coats relies aux principaux postes de depenses. 

M. Williams a fortement souligne la necessite d'identifier /es coots et le 

temps consacre par le personnel pour tous les pro;ets ma;eurs, tels que 

congres, Plan Canada, services aux institutions affi/iees, programmes de 

services aux membres, programmes internationaux, developpement 

professionnel et administration generale. Ceci permettra a !'ICU 

d'attribuer les coots et de mesurer /'efficacite de tousles pro;ets qu 'il 
entreprend. 
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M. Williams a egalement recommande que des consultants soient 

engages selon /es besoins, mais qu'il est important d'obtenir des 
soumissions afin de sander le marche. Dans le cas des consultants pour 

les congres, ceci n'est pas absolument necessaire si /es relations sont 

bonnes et que le travail est bien fait. Pour ce qui est de tout contrat 

pour des produits, c'est-a-dire les pro;ets speciaux, /'ICU devrait obtenir 

des soumissions. 

Egalement, etant donne que pour son fonctionnement /'ICU depend 

actuel/ement trap des revenus provenant de ses membres, M. Williams 

a recommande d'explorer d'autres sources de financement. II a aussi 

suggere que les services aux membres soient ameliores, et que, pour /es 
pro;ets qu 'il entreprend, /'ICU puisse au mains recuperer ses coots. 

L'ICU etudiera la faisabilite de creer une base de donnees unique 
des membres pouvant etre utilisee tant par les institutions affiliees 
que par l'ICU, afin d'eliminer la repetition des entrees de donnees. 

M. Williams a informe le consei/ que, lorsqu'il a effectue des entrevues, 

plusieurs repondants ont fait savoir que selon eux ii existait des 

dedoublements de services entre /'ICU et les institutions affiliees. Ses 

recherches ont toutefois montre que le seul service ou ii y avait 

dedoublement etait la base de donnees des membres qui se trouve dans 
chacune des institutions affiliees et a /'ICU. 

Le Conseil de l'ICU envisagera d'offrir ou d'ameliorer toute une 
serie de services pour ses membres, directement ou en partenariat 
avec les institutions affiliees, incluant le developpement 
professionnel, un programme d'avantages de groupe, des 
assurances auto et incendie, des assurances responsabilite, des 
services d'interurbains, des rabais dans des hotels et la location de 
voitures. 

L'OPPI possede presentement ces programmes pour ses membres, et 
/'ICU pourrait ainsi offrir ces services a toutes /es autres institutions 

affi/iees en partenariat avec /'OPP/. 

Forum constitutionnel 

Dans son rapport, M. Williams a recommande que /'ICU et /es 

institutions affiliees torment un forum, le plus tot possible, afin 

d 'identifier, discuter et reaffirmer le role de !'ICU et celui des 

institutions affiliees. II est recommande que participent a ce forum 

l'actue/ Consei/ de /'ICU, tousles presidents des institutions affi/iees, le 

directeur executif de /'ICU, /es directeurs executifs de /'OPP/ et de 

l'OUQ, une personne c/e responsable des services aux membres 

provenant de chacune des autres institutions affiliees et un 

echantillonnage representatif de presidents sortants. Ce forum est decrit 

comme une conference constitutionnelle dont les resultats pourraient 
etre ratifies par les membres. Le president e/u, Mark Seasons, a accepte 

de preparer un plan de mise sur pied du Forum constitutionnel, inc/uant 

plusieurs options de dates et de lieux. L'une des options pourrait etre de 

tenir le forum con;ointement avec le Colloque 2000 de /'ICU a 

Charlottetown en ;uin. 

Au nom du Consei/ le president Harasym a remercie Gary Williams 

pour son travail. A son tour, M. Williams a remercie /'ICU pour 

l'opportunite qui lui a ete donnee de travail/er sur ce pro;et, et a 

indique au Consei/ que /'ICU a un enorme potentiel de renouvellement; 

ii est clair que nous atteindrons nos buts. M. Williams fera /es 

modifications appropriees a son rapport et le fera circuler au Consei/ 

pour revision; le rapport final sera ensuite produit et distribue aux 

institutions affiliees et aux membres pour leur information et leurs 

commentaires. Pour les membres interesses a lire le rapport integral, 
veuillez le consulter au site Web de /'ICU. 

Coordination des nominations des institutions affiliees au Conseil 
de l'ICU 

A /'exception de !'Alberta et de /'Ontario, toutes les institutions affiliees 

nomment leur representant a /'ICU pour un mandat de deux ans. Afin 

de promouvoir la continuite, le Consei/ a decide de demander a 
l'AAC/P et a /'OPP/ de considerer /'extension du mandat de leurs 

representants a deux ans comme c'est le cas pour les autri;s institutions 
affiliees. 
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Plan 

Plan Canada: 
Management and Structure Study Recommendations 
Task Force Report Recommendations 

At the Council meeting for November 1999, the Plan Canada Task 
Force presented its report. Management consultant Gary Williams also 
presented his recommendations on Plan Canada. Council resolved to 
refer the Task Force report and Mr. Williams's recommendations to 
CIP's new Communication/Education Standing Committee. 

Mr. Williams recommended that CIP and the affiliates consider pro
ducing a single publication consisting of a national section (the new 
CIP journal) and an affiliate section. This could be accomplished by 

producing the equivalent of a split-run magazine, with the affiliate 
journal inserted into the middle of the national section. Some, like 

PIBC, would be quite lengthy; others might be only three or four 
pages in l~ngth . Producing a single publication that encompasses the 
affiliate journal has a number of advantages, including a reduction in 
postage costs, lower printing costs, more sharing of information 
between affiliates, and the possibility of more revenue from ads. 
Articles that have a broad appeal would be published in the national 
section, where there would also be notices, reminders and ads that 
provide information to members nation-wide. 

Mr. Williams also recommended that CIP take control of the advertis
ing for the magazine, as it would likely be easier for CIP to sell the 
space than it is for the editing team. It was further suggested that this 
effort could be led by interested Past Presidents or Fellows of the 
Institute. 

The Plan Canada Task Force was chaired by Valerie Cranmer, Ontario's 

representative on National Council. Each affiliate nominated one or 
two of its members to represent it on the Task Force. They were: 
AACIP Simon Farbrother 

Dwight Mercer 
Hap Stelling 
Darren Lezubski 

APCPS 
API 
MPPI 
OPPI 

OUQ 
PIBC 
CIP 

Glenn Miller, Martin Rendl 
Normand Trottier 
Chris Sholberg 
Donald Roy 

As the cost of education 
rises, more and more 
planning students face 
serious financial 
challenges. 

As a profession, we have a 
responsibility to ensure not only 
that we are leaving behind 
sustainable and livable 
communities, but that we are 

affording future planners the 
opportunity to attend school, to 
enrich the profession, and to 
learn in an environment where 
financial burdens are minimized . 

While many members of the 
Institute have responded 
generously to previous appeals 
to support the CIP Student 
Scholarship Trust Fund, we have 
not been meeting our full 
responsibility. Historically, the 

average Canadian planner has 
donated less than $1 per year to 
the CIP Student Scholarship 

Trust Fund. 

The Directors of the CIP Student 
Scholarship Trust Fund are 
asking the membership to help 
move the fund into an exciting 
new period of growth-not only 
in the balance of the fund but in 
the number and, eventually, the 
size of scholarships that we can 
award. This fund represents our 
belief in the planners and 
planning students of tomorrow, 
and assists them in making a 
positive contribution to the 
profession. 

Here, at the opening of a new 
millennium, we ask that all CIP 
members help to increase the 
fund. Members and Fellows can 
aid students directly by reducing 
the financial burden of a 
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Re orts from the President 

Valerie Cranmer and Martin Rendl attended the meeting as a delega
tion in order to present the Task Force report and make recommenda
tions to Council on the future of Plan Canada. Ms. Cranmer summa
rized the Task Force recommendations as follows: 
a) The existing CIP publications policy expects Plan Canada to be a 

professional magazine, an academic journal and a newsletter. "Plan 
Canada tries to serve too many needs," the Task Force report states, 
"and ends up doing a poor job of serving any needs." The Task 
Force therefore recommends that the publication be focused on pro
fessional practice, so that its content is comprised mainly of reports 
on case studies, "best practice" models, and specific projects under
taken by members, coupled with reports from the annual national 
conference and other occasions of interest to the profession. Plan 
Canada would further serve to distribute information about 
Canadian planning and planners to those outside of the profession. 

b) The Task Force agrees that Plan Canada has ceased to serve as a 

refereed journal with academic purposes. However, the Task Force 
also recognizes that it is important for Canadian academics and stu
dents to be able to reach an audience of planning practitioners, and 
for academics and students to be enriched by the lessons of plan
ning practice. The Task Force believes that the evolution of Plan 
Canada into a professional "magazine" requires the establishment 
of a new, separate publication dedicated to advancing learned and 
scholarly planning research. 

c)The Task Force contends that CIP must begin by establishing a 
journal that is of interest to the membership. Once this publication is 
successful, the focus can shift to the matter of widening the 
readership. 

d) The Task Force feels that the option of an electronic format merits 
careful examination . 

e) The Task Force is of the view that most CIP members in Quebec are 
able to read English, and that a bilingual publication is therefore 
unwarranted. In addition, it appears that planners in Quebec rely 
primarily on OUQ for member services and information . On this 
basis, the Task Force recommends that the official language policy 

be revised. 
f) The Task Force contends that, in general, the large page format has 

not been well received by members, and recommends that Plan 
Canada revert to the 8" x 11" page format as quickly as possible. 

g) According to current practices, two issues per year are reserved for 
coverage of the annual CIP conference. The Task Force recommends 
that only one issue per year-the post-conference issue-should be 
devoted to this theme. 

Recognizing that many members are unhappy with the large format 
of Plan Canada, Council approved the Task Force's recommendation 
to change the format, subject to an analysis of the financial implica

tions. 

planning education. Doing so 
will make it possible for students 
to concentrate on expanding 
their knowledge, and to gain 
more unpaid volunteer 
experience. 

The goal for the year 2000 is to 
raise $10,000 for the Trust 
Fund-a figure that represents 
only about $2 per member. By 
achieving this goal, we can add 
new scholarships in the coming 

years. 

All donations over $25 will 
qualify for a charitable donation 
tax receipt. Donations can be 

sent to: 
CIP-ICU 
116 Albert Street, Suite 801 
Ottawa, ON 
K1 P 5G3 
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Please help Canadian planning 
students by donating to the 
Student Trust Fund Millennium 
Growth Initiative. 

For more information on how 
you can help the fund , or on 
any other related matter, feel 
free to call CIP at 
1-800-207-2138. 

Thank you. 

Adam Legge, 
Andrew Baigent, 
Dennis Peck, 
Mark Seasons, 
Linda Allen, 
Jill Grant and 
Armand 
Robichaud 
Directors of the CIP 
Student Scholarship 
Trust Fund 
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Rapports du President 

• 
Plan Canada: 
Recommandations sur l'etude sur la gestion et la 
structure, 
Recommandations du Comite 

Lars de la reunion du Consei/ de novembre 1999, le Comite Plan 
Canada a presente son rapport. Le consultant en gestion, Gary 
Williams, a egalement presente ses recommandations sur Plan Canada. 
Le Consei/ a decide de soumettre le rapport du Comite et Jes 
recommandations de M. Williams au nouveau Comite permanent sur 
Jes communications et /'education de /'ICU. 

M. Williams a recommande que /'ICU et Jes institutions affiliees produi
sent une unique publication consistant en une section nationale (le 
nouveau iournal de /'ICU) et une section affiliee. Ceci pourrait se faire 
par la production de /'equivalent d'un magazine a edition partagee. II y 
aurait la section nationale, et le iournal affilie serait insere au milieu. 
Quelques textes, comme celui du PIBC, seraient assez longs, d'autres 
pourraient n'avoir que trois ou quatre pages. Une publication unique 
incluant le iournal affilie presente de nombreux avantages, incluant la 
reduction des couts d'envoi et d'impression, un meilleur partage de 
/'information entre Jes institutions affi/iees et la possibilite de revenus 
de publicite plus eleves. Les articles d'interet plus general pourraient 
etre publies dans la section nationale plutot que dans la section affiliee, 
et la section nationale pourrait comporter des avis, des rappels et des 
annonces destines a tous Jes membres 

M. Williams a egalement recommande que /'ICU prenne le contr6/e de 
la pub/icite pour le magazine, etant donne qu'il serait plus facile pour 
/'ICU de 'Vendre l'espace que pour /'equipe editoria/e. II a aussi ete 
suggere que ce role soit tenu par des presidents sortants ou des 
«Fellows» interesses. 

Le comite Plan Canada etait preside par Valerie Cranmer, representante 
de /'Ontario au Consei/ national. Les institutions affiliees ont nomme 
Jes personnes suivantes sur le Comite : 
AACIP Simon Farbrother 
APCPS 
API 
MPPI 
OPP/ 
OUQ 
PIBC 
CIP 

Dwight Mercer 
Hap Stelling 
Darren Lezubski 
Glenn Miller, Martin Rend/ 
Normand Trottier 
Chris Sha/berg 
Donald Roy 
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Valerie Cranmer et Martin Rend/ etaient presents a la reunion pour 
presenter le rapport du Comite et effectuer leurs recommandations au 
Consei/ sur l'avenir de Plan Canada. Mme Cranmer a resume Jes 
recommandations du Comite comme suit : 
a) La politique actuelle de /'ICU sur Jes publications prevoit que Plan 
Canada soit un magazine professionnel, un iournal academique et un 
bulletin de nouvelles. Le rapport indique : «Plan Canada essaie de 
repondre a trap de besoins, et finit par ne repondre a aucun». II n'est 
pas possible de tout couvrir. Le Comite recommande que la preoc
cupation principale de Plan Canada porte sur la pratique professionnel
/e. Le contenu doit etre revise et ii faudrait inclure des etudes de cas, 
des mode/es pour developper une meilleure pratique. Le travail 
specifique entrepris par des membres devrait etre combine a des 
rapports du congres annuel national ainsi que d'autres occasions 
interessantes pour la profession. Plan Canada serait ainsi un meilleur 
vehicu/e de distribution d'information sur l'urbanisme et Jes urbanistes 
au Canada aupres de ceux de l'exterieur. 
b) Le Comite convient que Plan Canada, au courant de la derniere 
decennie, a cesse de iouer le role d'un iournal avec arbitres pour des 
fins academiques. Cependant, le Comite a aussi reconnu qu 'il est 
important pour /es professeurs et Jes etudiants canadiens d'etre en 
mesure de reioindre un public de praticiens en urbanisme, et de tirer 
des /e~ons de la pratique de l'urbanisme. Le Comite estime que 
/'evolution de Plan Canada en «magazine» professionnel necessiterait 
la creation d'une nouvelle publication separee consacree aux articles 
savants et a la recherche. 
c) Pour commencer, /'ICU doit prendre le temps de developper un 
iournal d'interet pour ses membres et, une fois cette publication bien 
etablie, ii sera possible d'orienter Jes efforts vers la diversification des 
lecteurs. 
d) Le Comite pense que /'option d'un format electronique devrait faire 
l'obiet d'une attention particu/iere. 
e) Le Comite est d'avis que Jes urbanistes du Quebec membres de /'ICU 
lisent tres probablement l'anglais, et que le besoin d'avoir une 
publication bilingue n'etait pas certain etant donne le faible nombre de 
lecteurs qui necessiteraient des articles en fran~ais. De plus, /es urba
nistes du Quebec s'adressent surtout a /'OUQ pour des services aux 
membres et de /'information. Le Comite a ainsi recommande la revision 
de la politique sur Jes langues officielles. 
f) Le Comite a estime que le grand format actuel n'etait pas touiours 
bien accueilli par Jes membres, et ii a recommande que Plan Canada 
revienne le plus tot possible au format 8 112 x 11. 
g) Actuellement, deux numeros de Plan Canada sont consacres au 
congres annuel de /'ICU. Le Comite recommande qu 'une seule edition 
soit consacree a ce congres, et qu 'il s'agisse d'un numero posterieur a la 
tenue du congres. 

Reconnaissant l'insatisfaction de plusieurs de ses membres en ce qui 
concerne le grand format de Plan Canada, le Consei/ a approuve la 
recommandation du Comite de changer le format, apres analyse des 
implications financieres. 
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Ian Wight, Senior Editor 

"Whether we consider our kind as part of or separate from 
nature, it is time to decide whether our species is here for 
a good time, or a long time. " 

-Don Gayton, 
Landscapes of the Interior 

At the risk of being a year early 
(the Aussies plan on celebrating 
next year), and in the interest of 
terminating all the seemingly 
interminable "MM" hype, I am 
pleased to introduce Plan 
Canada's own modest acknowl
edgement of the millennium. We 
begin with a contribution from a 
prominent commentator on pop
ular culture who has been part of 
the hype while trying to make 
sense of it. 

Mark Kingwell believes that the 
millennium should matter to us, 
and especially to planners, all of 
whom are in the "future-creat
ing" business: "As a cultural con
struction, the millennium 
obtrudes. It stands in the way of 
our future-creating projects as 
something to get through, a 
threshold that has to be crossed . 
And we must see the threshold 
before we can cross it." For 
Kingwell this threshold relates to 
our "culture on the brink" of 
massive transformation, with a 
new millennium being thrown in, 
literally and figuratively, for good 
measure, to inform a necessary 
strategy of "resistance and 
recognition ." Kingwell also sees 
the millennium as "a chance for 
hope," which is one of his abid
ing concerns, and one he shares 
with planners who subscribe to 
Eric Trist's wonderful notion of 
planning as "the organization of 
hope." 

We have tried not to get too car
ried away with what is, after all, 
only another new year. But the 
event clearly merits some special 
consideration: it is not every year 

that all four digits change. At the 
very least, this means that a new 
quantitative, technological Digital 
Age has arrived, with the 
Information Age as its qualita
tive, sociological equivalent. We 
have acknowledged this latter 
development by inviting a contri
bution from Manuel Castells, 
author of a recent trilogy on the 
subject - a work that has already 
been assessed by some as likely 
to become "a twenty-first cen
tury classic." He also happens, 
like the rest of us, to profess 
planning - in his case, at the 

University of California, Berkeley. 
From his massive trilogy, his arti
cle distills four particular chal
lenges for planning in the 
Information Age: environmental 
sustainability; the infrastructure 
to manage mega-urbanization; 
the reconstruction of cultural 
meaning - of a sense of place -
in the spatial forms and processes 
that are our bread and butter; 
and the preparation of regional 
governmental institutions for 
larger roles as mediators of the 
local and the global. 

But to what end, all this millen
nial musing? Celebrating "new 
years" usually means having a 
good time, there and then . And a 
millennium certainly connotes an 
especially long time, mandating 
efforts to have a particularly 
good time. Perhaps your persis
tent, millennium-scale hangover 
testifies to this formula. But let's 
explore this good time/long time 
conjunction a little more deeply. 

I recently encountered the work 
of Don Gayton and its 
science/spirit-bridging wisdom. 
One of his points registered a 
real punch: how we as a species 
need to decide soon if we are 
here for a good time or a long 
time. To Gayton, the options 
appear to be mutually exclusive. 
For planners, they represent a 

pretty stark choice, but perhaps 
they also constitute our millen
nium-scale mission, our millen
nium-scale resolution, to plan, 
wherever we legitimately can, for 
a good time and a long time, for 
all of us. 

I take this to be Kingwell's funda
mental hope and Castells' under
lying challenge. And our other 
contributors to this special mil
lennium issue of Plan Canada can 
be viewed as "seconding" the 
resolution in their own ways, 
according to their own experi
ences. In commissioning these 
other contributions, I sought a 
nation-wide sample of personal 
"millennium messages," from 
within and beyond the CIP mem
bership. An underlying theme 
was "Endings and Beginnings," 
the former being mainly reflec-
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tions on the old practices and/ or 
bad habits that we should be 
junking. The latter -
"Beginnings" - could be in the 
form of new, millennium-scale 
resolutions about fresh paths that 
we should take, and necessary 
futures that we should help 
"make." Contributors were also 

provided with a copy of Castells' 
piece in case they wished to 
comment on it. 

The contributions have been 
organized into two "suites" of 
commentary, one following 
Kingwell and the other following 
Castells. I have offered a sum
mary interpretation at the begin
ning of each contribution . In 
broad terms, however, the first 
suite (made up of articles by Joe 
Berridge, Lance Berelowitz, 
Marie Lessard and Bill 
McMillan) recalls our urban 
design-based past and reconsid
ers the nature of our contempo
rary urban and regional develop
ment challenges. The second 
suite of commentaries (by Mary
Ellen Tyler, John Heseltine, 
Gerry Couture and Mary Bishop) 
is comprised of several perspec
tives based on Castells' piece. To 
round off the issue, Doug 
Aberley offers a grand synthesis 
of sorts. In the process, he offers 
proposals that might actually 
empower planners to play a 
meaningful role in achieving that 
challenging combination: a good 
time for a long time. And a pow
erful sub-text begins to emerge: 
planning as if future life on earth 
depended on it. Because it well 
might! 

In a gesture towards normality, 
we have tried to ensure that this 
issue of Plan Canada is not 
totally consumed by millennial 
matters. We usually publish a 
"pre-conference" issue about 
now, and would like at least to 
nod in this direction too. The 

theme of the 2000 CIP 
Conference (to be held in P.E.I., 
June 18-21) will be "Water: the 

Oil of the Twenty-First Century." 
This provides an opportunity for 
one last bridging effort, in a con
tribution by David Orr. This 
prominent environmental educa
tor reflects on "fuelling new mil
lennium civilization" - that is, on 
whether we will maintain our 
questionable oil habit or restore a 
water-based model. 

The conference organizers per-
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ceive the issue of water to be a 

natural opening to deeper con
sideration of the global changes 
that have increasingly drawn the 
attention of planners in the late 
twentieth century. "Global eco
logical change is likely to create 
social tensions around the 
world," say the organizers in 
their call to conference partici
pants, "including tensions sur
rounding water shortages, 
increasing storm frequency and 
severity, and collapsing resource 
systems, such as the North 
Atlantic ground fishery. A whole 
new area is opening up for the 
planner's attention, from social 
planning and land use planning 
to resource protection and man
agement. Prevailing political 
philosophies may disagree, but 
unbridled market forces do not 
appear capable of solving the 
emerging problems. Can plan
ning reconstitute itself, once 
again, to make legitimate the 
concept of the public good? 
What is the role of the planning 
profession in public education 
and public policy development to 
move society toward secure sus
tainability." 

Orr's reflections on oil and 
water are offered here to 
help planners consider 
these questions, 
anticipate the 
conference 
discourse, and 
assess a seemingly 
major arena for 
millennium-scale 
resolution

making. Can 
planners be part 
of the water

based 
environmental 

Ian Wight 
Senior Editor 

education urged by Orr? As both 
Orr and the conference 
organizers seem to agree, by 
focusing on water we might be 
developing a good new habit -
one that just might be life

saving, on a planetary level. 

Few would argue that oil has 
played a big part in our "good 
time," but seemingly at the 
expense of the sure prospect of a 
"long time." Perhaps water can 
be part of the ecological basis of 
a re-worked planning able to 
deliver a new good time/long 
time combination - especially if 
we can restore some of the intel

ligence that, according to Orr, 
comes naturally from valuing 
water over oil. It is my hope that 
the wealth in all of these contri
butions will "water" the flower
ing of a millennium-scale resolu
tion in our profession. Let us 
resolve to plan for a good time 
and a long time , for all of us. 
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a Millennial Scale 
LJurbanisation a tJecbelle du mittenaire 

pour le plaisir et pour longtemps 
par Ian Wight 
recladeur principal 

«Notre espece fait-elle partie de I.a nature ou non ? Quelle 
que soit notre opinion, il Jaut etablir si nous sommes ici 
pour le plaisir ou si nous sommes ici pour longtemps» 

- Don Gayton, Landscapes of the Interior 

Au risque d'etre une annee trap 
tot (les Australiens ne prevoient 

celebrer que /'an prochain), et 

dans l'espoir de mettre fin aux 

exces propagandistes, ii me fait 

plaisir de vous presenter le mo
deste clin d'rei/ de Plan Canada 

au millenaire. Pour commencer, 

un commentateur important de la 

culture populaire, qui a ete mele 

a la propagande et qui fait aussi 

partie de ceux qui essaient de 
faire la part des chases. 

Mark Kingwe/1 croit que le 

millenaire devrait interesser tout 

le monde, et plus particuliere
ment les urbanistes, qui travail

lent a la creation du futur. «En 

tant qu 'edification culture/le, le 

millenaire derange. II entrave nos 

pro;ets d'avenir; c'est un seuil 
que nous devons franchir. Et nous 

devons apercevoir ce seuil 

avant de pouvoir le passer. » 

Pour Kingwe/1, ce passage 

annonce une 

transformation culture/le 

ma;eure que le 
millenaire inaugure, 

litteralement et 

symboliquement, et qui 

;ustifie une strategie 

necessaire «de 

resistance et de 

reconnaissance ». If y 

voit aussi une lueur 

d'espoir, une preoccu

pation constante qu 'il 

partage avec /es 

urbanistes qui 
souscrivent a la 

delicieuse these d'Eric 

Trist de l'urbanisme en 

tant qu 'outil 
«d 'organisation de 

l'espoir». 

Nous avons essaye de ne 

pas trap nous emballer 

devant ce qui, 

apres tout, 
n'est 

qu 'une 
nouvelle 

annee. 

Toutefois 

l'evenement merite bien qu'on s'y 
attarde : rares sont les annees 

dont les quatre chiffres changent 

en meme temps. A tout le mains, 

ce changement annonce-t-il un 

element quantitatif, une nouvelle 

ere numerique, technologique, 

qui reflete un vis-a-vis qualitatif, 

sociologique, /'age de /'informa

tion. La participation de Manuel 

Castells, auteur d 'une trilogie sur 

le su;et, que d'aucuns qualifient 
deia de «classique du xx1e 
siecle», etait done de rigueur. If 
est, comme plusieurs d'entre 

nous, professeur d'urbanisme, a la 

University of California, a 
Berkeley. Distille de sa trilogie, 

son article identifie quatre defis a 

surmonter dans cet age de 

/'information : la protection de 

l'environnement; /es infrastruc

tures necessaires a la gestion de 

megalopoles ; la reconstruction 

d'une identite culture/le, d'un 

element d'appartenance, dans les 

formes et les procedes utilises; 

enfin, une plus grande implication 

des institutions gouvernementales 
regionales dans la mediation 

locale et globale. 

Mais a quoi servent ces medita

tions millenaires? La nouvelle 

annee est habituellement une 

occasion de re;ouissances. Un 

millenaire suggere une tres longue 

attente, raison de plus de faire la 

fete. L'immense et tenace gueule 

de bois aura vite fait de le 
confirmer. 

Revenons plutot a la dichotomie 

duree/plaisir. 

J'ai ete gagne dernierement, dans 

l'reuvre de Don Gayton, par sa 
vision d'un lien spiritualite

science. Une de ses interroga

tions, en particu/ier, m'a secoue : 

notre espece doit decider si son 

se;our sur la terre n'est qu'une 

partie de plaisir ou une aventure 
durable. Les deux possibilites 

semblent s'exclure mutuellement, 

selon Gayton. Un choix difficile 

pour l 'urbaniste. Mais peut-etre 

est-ce la notre mission, de 

travail/er, dans la mesure du 

possible, en tenant compte des 
deux poles, pour le bien de 

chacun de nous ? 

Voila bien l'espoir de Kingwe/1 et 

le defi lance par Castells. Et tous 

les autres col/aborateurs de ce 

numero special de Plan Canada, a 
leur fa<;on et selon leur 

experience, appuient la motion. 
En leur demandant de participer 

au present numero, ;e vou/ais 

echantillonner les visions 

personnelles du millenaire, a 

l'interieur comme a l'exterieur de 

/'ICU. Le theme sous-;acent 

pourrait etre «fins et recom
mencements», ou «fins» 

represente des methodes desuetes 
ou de mauvaises habitudes qu'il 

taut eliminer, et ou «recommen

cements» pourrait signifier de 

nouveaux choix, de nouvelles 

voies et une participation active a 

un futur necessaire. L'article de 

Castells a ete envoye a chaque 

col/aborateur afin de permettre a 
chacun de le commenter s'il le 

desirait. 

Les articles de ces collaborateurs 

torment deux ensembles. Le 

premier suit /'article de Kingwe/1, 

tandis que /'autre suit ce/ui de 
Castells. J'ai redige un bref 

resume qui precede chaque 
article. D 'une maniere generale, 

le premier groupe d'articles (par 

Joe Berridge, Lance Berelowitz, 

Marie Lessard et Bill McMillan) 

trace le portrait d'un passe campe 
dans l'esthetique urbaine et 

s'interroge sur la nature des defis 

contemporains que l'amenage

ment urbain et regional aura a 

surmonter. Le deuxieme groupe 

d 'articles (par Mary-Ellen Tyler, 

John Heseltine, Gerry Couture et 

Mary Bishop) offre une variete de 

points de vue bases sur !'article de 

Castells. Doug Aberley conclut 

par une sorte de synthese dans 

laquel/e ii offre des suggestions 

qui pourraient peut-etre 

permettre aux urbanistes de 

re/ever le defi de realiser une 

aventure durable et plaisante. If 
ressort de ces articles un message 

important: l'avenir de /'espece 
depend peut-etre des 

urbanistes ... Ce serait bien 

possible. 
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Le present numero ne renferme 

pas que des impressions du 
millenaire. En effet, afin de 

conserver un minimum de sens 

commun, nous avons decide 

d'inclure un bref aper<;u du 

prochain congres de /'ICU, qui 

aura pour theme «L'eau : petrole 
du xx1e siecle», et qui se tiendra, 

du 18 au 21 ;uin 2000, a l'fle-du
Prince-Edouard. David Orr, 

educateur ecologique bien connu, 
s'interroge sur la «civilisation du 

nouveau millenaire». Al/ons-nous 

continuer d 'augmenter notre 

consommation de petrole ou 

aborderons-nous eventuellement 
un virage vers l'hydro

technologie ? 

En choisissant le theme de /'eau, 

les organisateurs du congres 

entendent encourager une 

reflexion plus serieuse portant sur 

les changements ma;eurs qui ant 
eveil/e l 'interet des urbanistes a la 

fin du xxe siecle. Se/on eux, «/es 

changements ecologiques a 

/'echel/e planetaire entrafneront 

probablement des tensions 
socia/es sur toute la terre» : 

penuries en eau potable, 

augmentation de la frequence et 

de l'intensite des tempetes, et 

effondrement des systemes 

d 'approvisionnement des 

ressources tels que la peche aux 

poissons de fond du Nord 

At/antique, pour n'en citer que 

quelques-uns. L'urbaniste devra 

dorenavant tenir compte des 

controles sociaux, de l 'amenage
ment du territoire et de la 
protection et de la gestion des 

ressources. Les forces debridees 

du marche ne parviendront pas a 

resoudre ces difficultes, quoi 
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qu 'en pensent les politiciens. 
L'urbanisme peut-il relegitimiser 

le concept de bien public ? Quel 

role devra-t-il ;ouer dans /'educa
tion ou l 'etab/issement des 

politiques officiel/es pour assurer 
la viabilite ecologique ? 

Les reflexions de David Orr sur 

l'eau et le petrole pourront peut

etre amener les urbanistes a 

analyser ces questions et a se 

preparer au congres. Peut-etre 

sauront-ils aussi evaluer l'ampleur 

des decisions a prendre dans le 

contexte de ce nouveau 

millenaire. L'urbanisme ;ouera-t-il 
un role dans /'actualisation d'une 

hydro-ecologie comme le suggere 

Orr ? If semble s'entendre avec 

/es organisateurs du congres : en 

nous sensibilisant au theme de 

/'eau, nous developperons peut

etre un bonne habitude, qui 

pourrait sauvegarder la planete .. . 

qui sait ? 

Personne ne contredira le fait que 

le petrole occupe une grande 
place dans nos «plaisirs», 

probablement au grand dam de la 

viabilite. L'eau pourrait peut-etre 

permettre aux urbanistes de creer 

un monde pour le plaisir et pour 

longtemps, surtout si nous avians 

/'intelligence d'accorder plus de 

valeur a /'eau qu'au petrole, 

comme le suggere Orr. J'espere 

que la richesse d'idees qui 

parseme ces articles saura 

encourager un renouveau 

necessaire dans notre profession. 

Pour le bien de tous, amenageons 

pour le plaisir et pour longtemps. 
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A Culture on the Brink 
and a Millennium for Good Measure 
by Mark Kingwell 
Associate Professor of Philosophy 
University of Toronto 
(Copyright 1996 by Mark Kingwell. Reprinted by permission of Penguin Books Canada Limited) 

THERE'S EVERY REASON IN THE WORJJJ 
that the millennium should not matter to us. So how come 
it does? ff you listen to some people-though not me, despite 
many accusations and at least one radio-drama parody in 
which a Professor of Deep Understanding explains away 
everything by saying it's a product of "millennial anxiety" 
- the millennium means everything. 

Cultural and political madness is 
indeed a standard feature of 
periods of apocalyptic expecta
tion. By the end of the fifteenth 
Common Era century, the stan
dard pattern of apocalyptic anxi
ety was set: hope and dread in 
nearly equal measure, extreme 
obsession with the body, a pen
chant for conspiracy theories, the 
deep desire for great leaders, 
ambivalence about technology, 
and inordinate attention to signs 
and portents of all kinds. In times 
like these, history teaches us, all 
bets are off and anything goes. 

Yet, if you listen to other people, 
the millennium has nothing to do 
with any of the cultural craziness 
we see around us. Umberto Eco 
has offered this pronunciamento 
when asked to say what, if any
thing, was typical of the end of 
millennium: "Something which is 
typical is the insistence of jour
nalists and TV to discover that 
there is something typical of the 
end of millennium-the mass
media reaction, which is an artifi
cial one. You are producing 
the expectation. The rest of the 
people don't care.'' 
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Don't they? I'm not so sure. In 
fact Eco's reaction is itself typical, 
especially among a certain well
educated class of intellectual 
skeptics. The impatient waving 
off of millennial anxiety ignores 
the complicated ways in which 
our culture works, folding real
world concerns and events -
environmental threats, say, or 
political issues of divergent haves 
and have-nots in a world ruled 
by information - into old tales of 
destruction and transformation . 
It is true that the millennial over
lay on these issues can some
times serve to obscure what we 
might actually do about them. 
Because apocalyptic expectation, 
both bright and dark, has an 
enervating effect, letting people 
off the hook either in a quietism 
of happy expectation or in a 
paralysis of mounting fear. As 
Baudrillard argues, "The millen
nium revises all historical require
ments to the point of erasing the 
very marks of history ... We laun
der and purify, desperately trying 
to end the century with a politi
cally correct balance sheet. This is 
by and large a question of histor
ical purification. The entire twen
tieth century is on trial. And this 
is new. None of the previous 

centuries did that. What they did 
was history. What we are doing 
is history's trial." 
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This tendency - this powerful 
novelty in our way of carrying 
on, of trying to make sense - is 

something that we must 
recognize as true about ourselves 
and our times. Our propensity to 
annihilate history is often 
remarked; we seem to shorten 
the available span of collective 
memory by a decade or so every 
few months, so that formerly 
proximate events, like the 
Second World War, fade into the 
distance. At the same time the 
twentieth century has been one 
of successive and self-consciously 
declared endings: the end of war, 
of poverty, of ideology, of 
history, of communism, of truth, 
even the end of philosophy -
though this discipline, as I have 
reason to know, has made a 
practice of declaring its own end 
from the earliest times. The 
millennium is itself another of 
these illusory but influential 
endings, but one with a peculiar 
claim on our imaginations: it is 
the end of the world, the end of 
time. Or at least the end of time 
as we know it. 

Things have changed as we 

approach this ending, though I 
would never suggest that the 
Year 2000 has been directly 
causal in making us what I 
suppose we must continue to call 
post-modern. Most of us now 
accept without fuss the idea that 
truth is embedded in language, 
or that culture is not a reflection 
of God's will. Such changes in 
attitude, together with others like 
them that loosen the bonds of an 

age-old metaphysical environ
ment, have been both necessary 
and liberating. The cultural 
deadline of the millennium does 
not cause these changes, as I 
said, but it does somehow 
heighten them, make them feel 
more pressing - as it does, 
likewise, with other changes and 
endings that are less positive in 
effect. The essential task now, in 
analyzing our varied and 
sometimes confused cultural 
experience, is to fight the 
temptation to declare endings 
left and right in a frenzy of end
time reckoning, to annihilate 
without regard for what might 
be preserved. We must resist 
declarations that, instead of the 
helpful recognition of 
contingency, foster a cultural 
nihilism - or simply the 
indifferent cynicism of the cash 

nexus, where everything has a 
price but nothing has a value. 
Indeed, I believe such a 
combination of resistance and 
recognition is the only attitude 
worth cultivating as we try to 
move forward along a trajectory 
of political change and, I hope, 
justice. 
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We cannot acquire that perspec
tive, however, unless we first 
confront the millennial narratives 
that cling to our various crises -

unless we confront the idea of 
the millennium itself, and its 
strangely influential, world
swallowing properties. As a 
cultural construction, the 
millennium obtrudes. It stands in 
the way of our future-creating 
projects as something to get 
through, a threshold that has to 
be crossed. And we must see the 
threshold before we can cross it 
(which is what Dreams of 
Millennium is about). 

So why resist all the resistance to 
the millennium? Why persist in 
thinking that it means anything 
at all? Surely, you might still want 
to say, the intelligent attitude is 
to see the millennium for the 
hype-fest it is, and simply ignore 
it. Well, here is my reason, and I 
don't suggest it is for everyone. 
If you are determined that the 
millennium means absolutely 
nothing to you, then fine, I have 
no quarrel. What I have 
discovered in thinking and 
writing about the subject over 
the past five years, however, is 
the complex web of desires and 
fears, many of them 
unconscious, that cling to 
transitional dates, those periods 
of imagined change that stand 
outside the regular course of 
time. These are what 
anthropologists call liminal 
spaces, interstices in the normal 
flow that must be passed 
through before the ordinary way 
of things can be resumed. 

It doesn't matter if the 
transitional date is arbitrary, 
because it functions despite all 
the conscious arguments against 
it. A transitional date organizes 
and measures cultural beliefs and 
expectations; it carves out time 
by drawing lines in the social 
mind. It reminds us that we are 
future-producing creatures, dimly 

aware of our mortality and yet 
constantly throwing our plans 
and projects (and our genes and 
ideas and mortgages) into the 
unknown not-yet-here. It 
becomes, finally, a focus for 
dreams, those "psychological 
structures full of significance," as 
Freud called them in his 
revolutionary book, whose 
publication was delayed so it 
could bear the liminal date of 
1900. Dreams express our 
wishes, anxieties, and hopes. 
They tell strange stories and flow 
in odd ways. When we wake 
they seem to slip away, leaving 
only wispy traces behind. The 
traditional dreams of millennium 
- which speak of transcendence, 
transformation, violence, 
apocalypse, and utopia - are 
among the most powerful 
dreams we know. We have lately 
added some new variations, 
concerning aliens and technology 
and the ecosystem, but these 
dreams are real if anything is. 
They are cultural and 
psychological forces to be 
reckoned with, never merely the 
"undigested bit of beef" that 
Scrooge preferred to see in 
Marley's appearance. Dreams 
teach us our needs; they also 
remember our failures. They 
speak the hidden language of the 
soul. 

This may sound altogether too 
dreamy for the debunkers, 
perhaps for you as well. But I 
want to say this: not everything 
is hype, and not every idea or 
celebration is reducible to an 
exercise in product placement. 
The millennium is not meaning
less simply because a lot of silly 
guff is being promoted in its 
name. Critical intelligence is a 
rare enough commodity in this 
overheated world to risk 
suggesting that we need less of 
it. I'm not doing that. Yet we 
should be careful that our 
laudable hype-alert doesn't 
become just one more quick-time 
parlour game, one more piece of 
self-congratulatory sophistication 
which we consume as surely as 
the material and cultural 
products that furnish every 
corner of our world. If we did 
allow that to happen, we would 
miss what I think is still, despite 
everything, a sterling 
opportunity, one that obviously 
doesn't come around very often, 
to reflect on what it means to be 
who we are: human, mortal, 
anxious, happy, confused, and 
much else besides. 
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I confess that I have no concrete 
suggestions for the shape the 
third millennium should take. 
There will be, I nevertheless dare 
to hope, momentous events 
afoot within each one of us. For 
somewhere in the distance 
between manners and rhetoric, 
somewhere in the wide expanse 
between probability zero and 
probability one, lies hope's true 
country: the individual 
imagination. Here, and only here, 
can we hold ourselves truly 
responsible, in the one court of 
appeal that really matters - the 
one in which we sit in judgment 
on ourselves. Only here, finally, 
can we modest skeptics form the 
wishes and desires that will take 
us bravely into the next thousand 
years. Beware the millennium 
hype, by all means. But don't 
ever let that skepticism overcome 
your capacity to dream. 

As we might already be discover

ing, with Year 2000 now upon 

us, and our culture still very 

much on the brink, the millen

nium can be regarded as not 

really a date at all - though we 

need the date to make it stick. It 

is, rather, a psychological space, 

a way of thinking: an intimation 
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of mortality, an opportunity for 

assessment, a locus of fear, a 

chance for hope. It is time itself 

put into question . 

Note: 
This article was adapted from the new 
introduction to, and the closing paragraphs of, 
Dreams of Millennium: Report from a Culture on 
the Brink (Penguin Books, 1999). 
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Inspired by his experience of the new Guggenheim Museum in 
Bilbao, Spain,Joe Berridge hopes that we will resolve to achieve a 
better balance between order and beauty-specifically by restoring 
beauty to its rightful place. 

Joe Berridge, qui s'est inspire du nouveau musee Guggenheim de 
Bilbao, en Espagne, nous park d'atteindre un meilleur equilibre 
entre l'ordre et l'esthetique en rendant a la beaute la place qui lui 
revient. 

Beauty, Truth and Order 
or Something Like That 

by Joe Berridge, MCIP 
Principal, Urban Strategies, Toronto 

THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY COMMENCES. In the 
face of such a simultaneously momentous and trivial event, what can you 
say? Yet more words in the deluge of words; yet more predictions and 

prognostications, pretensions and persuasions, the crescendo of substance 
and silliness at the end and the beginning of a date change. 

At the begin
ning of this century 
Daniel Burnham, 

the great Chicago 
city planner, pro

vided his prescrip
tion for the practice of 

city building: "Let 
your watchword be 

order and your beacon 
beauty." What exactly did 

he mean? We've had lots of 
order in twentieth century 
planning. Probably far too 

much. But beauty? There's a 
word that got lost. Beauty could 
well be the commodity in short
est supply in the next numbered 
set of years, just as it was in the 
last. What if workers in the plan
ning factories of the world had 
but one responsibility: the pro
duction of beauty? 

I have just returned from a mil
lennial pilgrimage, to pay 
homage to a masterpiece, Frank 
Gehry's new Guggenheim 
Museum in Bilbao, Spain -
undoubtedly one of the most 
beautiful objects of the twentieth 
century, yet placed so close to 
the transition to the next century 
that it may legitimately claim this 
status for another one hundred 

years. To visit the Guggenheim is 
to be both enriched and chas
tened: enriched because the cre

ation of beauty is the only truly 
human act, chastened in the 
presence of the magnificent 
inequality of genius. 

Bilbao is a tight, tough industrial 
town, stuck in a bare valley along 
a grisly river. With its gray, grainy 
climate that reminds you of 
Hamilton or Sydney or Nanaimo 
after a heavy night, it is not a 
glamorous place. The separatist 
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province surrounding it - a back
water region of a second division 
country - is poised between ter
rorism and industrial decline. 

Yet, the extraordinary titanium 
cladding panels of the 
Guggenheim pick up the damp 
Atlantic light and throw it, shim
mering, back onto the city. The 
great glittering fish of a building 
casts its reflection on the river. 
Beauty engenders beauty. 

City planners have been many 
things this century: social work
ers, bureaucrats, approvers of a 
world of which they privately dis
approve. They have been 
dogged improvers, dreamers, 
cranks, purveyors of prose. If you 
seek our monument, look 
around. What planners have 
rarely been are city planners, 
doing the one and the only thing 
they are legally and profession
ally empowered to do: make 
beautiful cities. 

The Guggenheim is a structure 
unlike any other. The straight 
lines of the twentieth century 
break out here in waves of 
honey-coloured limestone and 
fluttering metal. Like the great 

Gothic cathedrals at the opening 
of this millennium, a structure 
seemingly without structure 
abandons gravity in pursuit of 
higher aspirations. 

The planners of Bilbao appreci
ated that the tide of the twenti
eth century was flowing against 
them, but they anticipated the 
flow of the next hundred years. 
Gehry's building is not there by 
accident. Bilbao actively sought 
out the Guggenheim, and 
through an aggressive commit-

ment to architectural excellence 
won the prize of the museum, 
despite competition from other, 
far more prepossessing cities. The 
strategy for economic regenera
tion envisaged urban beauty as 
the essential added value. 
We have all accepted that beauty 
is relative, skin deep, expensive, 
in the eye of the beholder - that 
it is elitist, arrogant, not univer
sally available. For these reasons, 
planning acts never mention the 
word . Beauty is all of those 
things. It is also absolute, 
unchanging, instantly recogniz
able and profoundly humble. 

Gehry's building winks at you 
down the long city streets, as if 
to share the joke it tells: that 
beauty could be so much fun . 

"Beauty is truth, truth beauty,' 
-that is all ye know on earth , 
and all ye need to know." John 
Keats wrote these lines nearly 
two centuries ago, inspired by 
the perfect curve and decoration 
of a Grecian urn created two mil
lennia before the one that is now 
closing. Gehry found the right 
place for his museum at the bend 
of a river, underneath a bridge. 
Daniel Burnham created the 

great, ordered and beautiful city 
of Chicago out of a swampy 
lakeside shanty town. 

If you seek beauty, look around. 
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Lance Berelowitz enters a plea for rethinking what planners do 
and how they do it. His challenge to current planning education and 
practice entails a "back to the future" proposal to relearn our 
tradition of civic design. 

Lance Berelowitz propose aux urbanistes une rejlexion sur ce 
qu'ils font et sur leurs methodes de travail. II remet en question la 
pratique et l'enseignement de l'urbanisme en suggerant un «retour 
vers le futur» qui reinvente l'esthetique urbaine. 

Back to the Future? 
Relearning the Tradition of Civic Design 

by Lance Berelowitz, MCIP 
Principal, Urban Forum Associates, Vancouver 

Professional 
ordering and civic 
disorder 
As we enter a new millennium, 
what do we planners see when 
we look back over the twentieth 
century and examine our collec
tive efforts to create truly urban 
settlements? It is not a pretty 
sight, in my opinion. Despite all 
these efforts, our cities, especially 
in the "New World," have not 
become noticeably better. 
Indeed, many have declined as 
things of beauty and expressions 
of human achievement. Why 
such a comparative failure of 
planning, and how might we 
resolve to do better? Something 
very strange happened quite 
early in the twentieth century, 
something that had profound 
consequences for the subsequent 
planning of our cities. We 
became narrowly "professional
ized" planners - part of a spree 
of professionalizations - and in 
the process we seem to have lost 
or surrendered the civic sensibil
ity to imagine and inspire memo
rable, compelling forms ofurban 
space. 

Civil engineering 
trumps city 
crafting , 
I submit that we lost our way as 
town and city "crafters" when 
the break occurred between 
physical town planning and pol
icy planning. Occurring to vary
ing degrees across North 
American academia and practice, 
the main consequences were the 
increased specialization of pro
fessions and the decline of the 
generalist. In particular, as our 
planning personas split in two, 
we saw the rise of landscape 
architecture as a distinct profes
sion, and the abdication of our 
former stewardship of the public 
realm to ever more powerful civil 
engineering professionals. While 
there is, of course, nothing 
wrong with landscape architec
ture's emergence as a distinct 
profession, its disconnection from 

the traditional education of plan
ners (especially with regard to 
the civic context), and its increas
ing marginalization by the ascen
dant engineering culture of the 
past half century, has meant that 
most of our cities are now being 

designed not by planners or 
architects, but primarily by engi
neers. If our cities look and func
tion more and more like huge 
machines, it is engineers who 
deserve credit. Engineers do 
what they do very well, but their 
training is not in civic design, 
which involves skills that were 
once central in the training of 
planners. And city-making is 
about more than just the "hard 
systems" functions that engi
neers legitimately claim as their 
field. 

The art of power 
and the power of 
art 
Cities are, or at least historically 
have been, a reflection of our 
collective culture and aspirations. 
At their best they reflect the 
highest order of aesthetic com
position of which we humans are 
capable: the city as a work of art. 
They are also indubitably a 
reflection of power, and of 
course our most treasured 
Western examples (think Venice, 
Rome, Paris, Vienna) are largely 
that way precisely because they 
were manipulated by very pow
erful individuals. However, the 
examples of memorable civic 
design left to us by the likes of 
Nash, L'Enfant, Haussmann, 
Cerda, Sitte, Burnham and 
Olmstead, while certainly 
expressing the intent of their 
powerful patrons, are also great 
urban projects. It is very difficult 
to imagine today who among us 
has the skills to match these 
"master planners." 

Resolving 
planning's 
predicament 
I am not, of course, advocating a 
return to autocratic or despotic 
rule . However, when we survey 
the actual results of our recent 
efforts as city shapers; surely we 
as planners must have cause for 
reflection on how disconnected 

our profession has become from 
the reality of built consequences. 
Planners have, to a large degree, 
become managers of process, 
and have lost the ability to trans
late individual ideas and collec
tive rules into meaningful forms 
of development. We look to 
others to give form to the vision, 
and find ourselves increasingly in 
a reactive role, with limited skills 
to posit alternatives to what is 
delivered by colleagues in other 
disciplines. We should not be 
surprised if the results are less 
than inspiring. What might we 
resolve to do about this? 

Zoning out 
The ascendancy of zoning as a 
key planning tool in recent 
decades is a perfect illustration of 
the Law of Unintended 
Consequences. Though devel
oped with the best intentions 
after the First World War, the 
ever-increasing use of zoning by 
planners as an exclusionary 
device, proscribing almost every 
aspect of urban settlement, has 
resulted, in many North 
American cities, in such sterile 
environments (not to mention 

social dysfunction brought on by 
the rigid segregation of land use) 
that it has become its own worst 
enemy. Where flexibility, adapt
ability, propinquity and inclusive
ness were hallmarks of cities 

past, our contemporary urban 
centres struggle to rearrange 
themselves in the face of human 
nature. So much is "against" the 
rules. 
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Always intended as merely one 
means to an end, zoning has 
become an end in itself. When 
confronted with intuitive urban 
design, the counter-intuitive zon
ing matrix inevitably fails to 
accommodate. Indeed, it may be 
argued that obdurate application 
of zoning has contributed to the 
decline of many of our cities. 
When a city will not or cannot 
adapt, it is increasingly aban
doned by the people who need 
to live, work and play in it to 
make it vital. We planners need 
to come out from behind our 
shields of increasingly compli
cated regulations; we need to lib
erate ourselves from a purely 
systems-based paradigm and 
allow ourselves to recognize and 
make space for the memorable 
urban gesture. And we will be 
able to do this only if we are 
trained differently, if we are 
taught to recognize and practise 
the principles of civic design. 

Relearning civic 
design 
Planners are no longer trained in 
the arts of civic design. A large 
part of planning education now 
has to do with process - a devel
opment again inspired by the 
most laudable of intentions. We 
now quite rightly demand 
accountability, and have come to 
believe in bottom-up decision
making, to value democratic 
inclusiveness over top-down 
"master planning." In my view, 
however, the balance has shifted 
too far. We have become prison
ers of our specialization, blinded 

by process. I propose that we 
reintroduce to our profession 
those skills and fields of knowl
edge that actively contributed to 
the creation of the world's great 
cities. Call it what you will, but 
planners need to be taught again 
how to visualize urban form: 
they require the timeless tech
niques of scale, proportion, har
mony, perspective and spatial 
composition - the techniques of 
civic design. My hope, as we set
tle into a new century of city-
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making, is that our profession 
will find the will, and recognize 
the urgent need, to learn again 
the techniques of what Gordon 
Cullen called "Townscape" or 
Frederick Gibberd referred to as 
the "Urban Scene." As Gibberd 
wrote almost fifty years ago, 
"Town design embraces architec
ture, landscape and road design, 
and these arts being so embraced 

lose their individual identity to 
become a new thing, 'the Urban 
Scene'. " If we are to imagine 
and help realize urban scenes in 
the coming century as inspiring 
as those of past centuries, plan
ners will have to embrace again 
these noble arts. Let us resolve as 
a profession to re-learn the tradi
tion of civic design. 
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Marie Lessard suggere de reintegrer l'esthetique dans 
l'amenagement des infrastructures urbaines. Elle nous presente une 
rejlexion sur les defis a re/ever en urbanisme au Quebec et sur la 
necessite d'une approche plus globale pour l'amenagement des 
espaces urbains. 

Linking the rehabilitation of civic design to more sensitive 
planning of civic infrastructure, Marie Lessard reflects on current 
planning challenges in Quebec and proposes that we improve our 
ability to shape urban space by viewing it from more holistic 
perspectives. 

Les urbanistes 
et la mise en forme de l'espace urbain a l'aube du 3e millenaire 

par Marie Lessard, MICU 
Vice-doyenne aux etudes, 
Faculte de f•amenagement, Universite de Montreal. 

CONVAINCUE QUE L'URBANITE DENOS VILLES peutcontribuera 
la reduction de l'etalement urbain et, ainsi, a la conservation de l'environnement et des 
ressources non renouvelables, je convie les urbanistes a reinvestir en force dans leur 
pr~miere n:zission, la mise en forme de l'espace urbain. Dans cette courte reflexion, je 
presenterai, en me basant sur la situation quebecoise, les nouveaux outils dont ils disposent 
pour ce faire et proposerai quelques conditions qui m 'apparaissent indispensables pour 
mieux jouer leur role. 

Rappe/ons d'abord qu 'en 
Amerique du Nord et au Quebec, 
/'intervention sur /'espace urbain 
est principalement /aissee au 
secteur prive, a/ors que le public 
se contente d'encadrer le develop
pement prive par des outils regle
mentaires definissant la forme 
urbaine et /es activites, a partir de 
preoccupations collectives. Depuis 
une ou deux decennies, /es muni
cipalites locales disposent 
d'instruments de contr6/e plus 
souples que /es reglements norma
tifs traditionnels. Ces outils visent 
a prendre en compte les contextes 
locaux et les situations particulie
res ainsi qu 'a ameliorer la gestion 
d'aspects qua/itatifs comme /'arri
mage au milieu d'insertion, la 
dimension esthetique et le respect 
du patrimoine. Les projets d'archi
tecture ou d'amenagement sont 
evalues au cas par cas, selon des 
modalites qui varient selon /es 
milieux mais qui, compte tenu de 
leur nature discretionnaire, 
incluent habituellement le con
cours d'intervenants exterieurs a 
/'administration locale et meme le 
grand public. 

De tels outils ant ete integres a la 
Loi quebecoise sur l'amenage
ment et l 'urbanisme (LAU) depuis 
la fin des annees 1980. Les 
municipalites ant la possibilite de 
soumettre un projet a des pro
cedures discretionnaires qui 
remplacent ou s'ajoutent aux 
reglements normatifs. Avant 
d'autoriser un projet soumis a de 
te/les procedures, e/les doivent 
demander l'avis de leur comite 
consultatif d'urbanisme. Lorsque 
le projet ne rencontre pas les 
normes reglementaires en place, 
e/les doivent le soumettre a la 
consultation du public. Les vi/les 

de Montreal et de Quebec (non 
sujettes a la LAU) ant egalement 
integre des outils discretionnaires 
mais qui s'arriment a des proces
sus decisionnels bien differents. 
Toutefois, nonobstant /es prati
ques decisionnelles, /'integration 
de criteres qualitatifs a /'evalua
tion des projets semble etre une 
tendance /ourde. De nouvelles 
conditions d'encadrement et de 
support au processus doivent done 
etre integrees au processus. 

La premiere est la prise en compte 
d'un contexte plus large. Les 
nouveaux outils comme le plan 
d'amenagement d'ensemble 
institue en vertu de la LAU ou son 
equivalent montrealais, le pro
gramme de developpement, 
permettent de modifier /'ensemble 
des parametres inscrits dans la 
reglementation de zonage pour 
contra/er le developpement d'un 
terrain, incluant Jes usages, la 
densite et la hauteur. Ifs peuvent 
ainsi inf/echir profondement la 
forme urbaine et avoir des inci
dences qui depassent /argement 
l'environnement immediat du 
projet. C'est pourquoi on ne peut 
se contenter de les soumettre aux 
orientations du plan traditionnel 
d'urbanisme, trap general et trap 
abstrait. If faut Jes inscrire dans un 
contexte de planification qui traite 
de l'amenagement et de l'espace 
en termes concrets et s'interesse a 
la forme et a la dimension des 
lieux, a /'architecture et aux 
paysages locaux. 

Ce genre d'exercice n'est toutefois 
pas courant au Quebec. Pourtant, 
plusieurs municipalites nord
americaines ant deja adopte, sur 
la base d'analyses des formes 
urbaines et architecturales ainsi 
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que des usages, des plans de 
design urbain. Ceux-ci mettent de 
!'avant une conception detai/lee 
du developpement des quartiers 
qui composent la ville et de 
l'identite des espaces publics 
(Sokoloff, 1999). La notion de 
projet urbain, en Europe, propose 
egalement un cadre public pour 
/'insertion du projet, en utilisant 
par exemple comme le fait 
Christian Devillers (1996), les 
notions de permanence et de sub
stitution. D'une part, le projet 
urbain identifie les elements qui 
vont durer et assurer la perma
nence de la vi/le, soit Jes infra
structures, /'espace public et les 
traces structurants, et /eur donne 
des qualites forme/les assez auto
names et assez permanentes pour 
leur permettre de durer. D'autre 
part, ii com;oit des decoupages qui 
permettent la substitution des 
parcelles et des batiments et, 
ainsi, supportent le renouvelle
ment de la forme urbaine. 

La seconde condition concerne les 
criteres d'evaluation du projet lui
meme. Le critere fondamental est 
sans contredit le respect des 
intentions relatives au contexte 
du projet, evoquees auparavant. 
Doivent s'y ajouter des criteres 
plus cib/es, en fonction de la 
specificite du projet. La diversifi
cation culture/le de nos societes 
exige que ces criteres soient 
explicites. On ne peut plus 
invoquer des termes comme 
«harmonie» ou «integration» sans 
Jes definir et Jes demontrer. La 
definition de criteres clairs est 
relativement facile lorsqu 'il s'agit 
d'aspects quantifiables ou mesu
rab/es, tels Jes impacts sur la 
circulation, sur /'enso/ei/lement et 
sur le bruit ou encore /'integration 
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architectura/e a un voisinage 
homogene. Les precedents peu
vent etre utiles dans le cas 
d'aspects plus difficiles a mesurer. 
Toutefois, ifs doivent etre adaptes 
aux conditions specifiques des 
lieux sur /es plans historique, 
culture/, economique et environ
nemental. 

La troisieme condition touche aux 
acteurs. Pour qu'un projet puisse 
etre realise, ii faut integrer au 
processus des strategies qui 
fassent en sorte qu 'il soit accep
table et accepte. JI est done 
necessaire d'associer Jes person
nes et Jes groupes concernes a la 
definition du cadre de planifica
tion (le plan de design urbain ou 
le projet urbain, objet de la 
premiere condition). a cet egard, 
une forme de participation qui a 
fait ses preuves est /'interaction 
entre les specialistes de l 'amena
gement et un groupe de travail 
formel, constitue de personnes de 
diverses appartenances sociafes 
(habitants, commerr;ants, promo
teurs, etc.) et supporte par 
/'administration municipale. Le 
succes de /'operation repose 
toutefois sur la qualite des analy
ses qui viennent nourrir les 
discussions, la regularite des 
reunions, la sensibilite et le 
leadership du president, le respect 
des participants les uns pour les 
autres et leur volonte d'ame/iorer 
/eur environnement. Ce type de 
concertation est egalement jus
tifie dans le cas de la definition 
des criteres d'encadrement cibles 
sur la nature specifique du projet 
(fa deuxieme condition). 

Sans necessairement e/iminer les 
exercices de consultation des 
divers acteurs /ors de !'elaboration 
du projet, /eur adhesion aux 
principes definis /ors des deux 
etapes precedentes ne peut que 
faciliter le processus et reduire Jes 
conflits. Par ailleurs, non seu/e
ment les divergences de vision 
quant au projet mais egalement la 
diversite culture/le des acteurs 
complexifient la prise de decision. 

Parmi les strategies a mettre de 
/'avant pour ameliorer Ja qualite 
des interventions, la sensibilisa
tion des citoyens a la culture ma
terielle m'apparaft fondamentale. 

Ces trois conditions sont essen
tie/les au succes des processus 
discretionnaires. Sans la definition 
d'un contexte d'intervention et de 
regles du jeu, sans un encadre
ment serre de la demarche, la 
souplesse devient du «spot 
zoning». Dans ce cas, ii serait 
largement preferable de revenir 
au processus normatif tradition
nel. A /'autre extreme, puisqu'on 
substitue des criteres aux normes, 
ii faut conserver un equilibre 
entre /'autonomie du projet et Jes 
valeurs des intervenants associes 
au processus d'eva/uation (fonc
tionnaires, comites consultatifs, 
elus, etc.), ce/a bien sur a l 'inte
rieur des ba/ises que la co/lectivite 
a definies comme incontourna
bles. En effet, un processus iteratif 
d'evaluation du projet, incluant 
un dialogue entre les acteurs 
impliques, permet d'integrer a la 
conception du projet des parame
tres de contribution au bien-etre 
co/lectif Toutefois, la qualite de 
/'intervention repose d'abord sur 
la competence et la creativite des 
concepteurs. 

Enfin, la consolidation culture/le 
du role de /'amenagement et de 
l'urbanisme dans notre societe est 
essentielle. Pour y arriver, ii faut 
transmettre /'importance et le 
sens de la ville, du paysage et de 
/'architecture a tous /es citoyens 
mais, surtout, convaincre nos e/us 
de l'interet collectif de /'amenage
ment. La lecture de nos milieux 
urbains nous permet ma/heureu
sement de constater que nous 
avons du pain sur la planche en 
ce debut de millenaire. 
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For those of you who suspect 1 U controllable external forces The most noticeable example is pollution and resource demand 
that planning is nearly always ave great !nf uence. Acting on that boomers still believe that that will certainly arise as p ob-
o e hel ea b/ the desire s·Tjf lY mun·cipalities, these forces transportation expansion is the lems tomorrow. 'I 
tb jump in1 and do someth·ng, the / make 1t extremely difficult to 

1
,--gatewdy to the future, w~ile 7 There are wide differences 

Y I< problem ust have bee ' a h R.(edict: even sho -term eco- youth are increasingly embra - between views of the future. 
lark. I have the, tra,.e__!:1 Ii _omic and demo~ra[!hi ing co1 nectivityj nd tele~ Leaders vary i1 their opinions 
t~atthe things we I no do "'Changes wit much cc racy. , commuting. about the future of o~r planet..,.. 
V(hil we w_ere thinf ing abol!lt _ I For example :_ the grovyth rate ~ Un?~rstanding of plans and is 'ta world of sc9rcity or of t1f 

- Y2 are going to ~ me.Back with ~ f Ca ary tnpled).w en e I policies 1s wea~. OnJy a.small , 1 plenty?) and have no fprum in 
a I engeance in ! he year 2000 ? economy of Britis~ Columbia) percentage 'of the popylation , which tO'discuss t eir different ,,. 

/ '?stumbled. Arguably, all of this (w.J:iether citizens or electe offi- assu ptions When leaders 
In my view, plannerrs can expect was precipitated by a serious cials) is able to grasp the con- 5pen_g ess ti e discussirg 
to oe buffeted by1 urbulence 'nee rJo n urn irl the Asian cepfs tl:lat form the .basis of / expectations of the future, they \. 
vJe look up fror{i 0ur computers. econom·es_, which was in turn a many plans and policies. Like spend more time interpreting 
Plannll}g§ , i theory, the very response to changei in the legal documents, plans"have r J todayls'actions. Different views 
tool we would use to mov~ American economy and in become esoteric. /If [ ~ I of the future suggest different 
through tumultuow,social global c mpetition. 5 Things change Auickly. The act / actions today. 
c~ange, but I fear that plan~ers 2 The deMocratic process is be· of pmducing a plaq cannot be · 8 People are cymical about what 
1'ay un! onsci~usly focus on re-exarrlined. Canadians are divorced from the actions t~at ~ they see happening around 
e~tending present assumi:itions ~ rerytly caught between the plan is suppose8 to inf9rm. "'-.....,!hem ¥et they have few sug-

J ather than on anticipating new exRecta · ons that democracy Mo5!i often the pl.ln and the gestions about how t li ings 
lbnj ~s. should;be <kdirect wocess (i.e. , actioh are not separate1d in time, could be better. THis kind of 

I I ,ask the citizens) and expecta- but rather happen sirnultane- atmosptrere makes everyone 
f I 1 •( 

I m currently coordinating a tions that it should be a repre- ously. In a sense, a printed pan • I unwilling to experiment with 
rrla1·or review of regional gover- sentativel process (i.e., let the is obsolete at the momentnt is [ ideas and slotvs dowr adapta-
1 1 I fl 

na ce in the Alperta Capital electe officials make the deci- produced. 1 tion tg change. We ~ave to 
Region, a reviel'.v that contern- sions) . If it is the former, we 6 foorts to address the problems accept failure in orde~ to dis-
plates the long-term future and need to invent wa s to help citi- of today are ere tin~ the prob- cdver sue~. 1 ~ 
the potential for twenty-two zens articipate. In either cas~, lems pf tomorrow. We can look 9 Plans become formal too 
municipalities tp adapt at a we need agreement about what at the way we av planned fo - quickly. As a society, we have 
regional level. Not surprisingly, constitutes a."consensus" (sim- cities to grow and see that we troubl accepting the possibility ~: 
the challenges of the future are pie majority? unanimity? lack of have also guaranteea that there that a plan n be a sket~h that ~ 

constantly intruding upon my opposition?) . will be congestion in he future. will change ccording to learn- ~ 
thinking. We cannot help asking 3 The generation gap is back. This We take advantage of the rela- ing and experience. We are ~ 
ourselves: "Are we really planning time the "boomer" generation tive cheapness of personal usecJ tot e plan becoming 
for 202,9, or ~re we actually is holding the reins of society, transp rtation today and create eithei; a tly-law or a public com-
tedesigning 1998?" Here are_ and a significantly different et I mitment. Plans, like maps, have 
some o the changes t fiat we feel of-'expectations in younger gen- I I k:;t::11 I I I I / I to hange according to our 
most challenged by: erations is going unrecognized. actual exp~rience. 

Will the new millennium be differ 
ent than the one that is ending? 1 " 

Only if we choose to 11]ake~t so. b 

Bill McMillan is the pro;ect 
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B.egioa Gov_ernance Review. His role 

is to work with twenty-two 

of 'A lberta in an effort to select tfie 1 1, I 
best way to respond, as a region, to 

nd political 
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Planning in the lnfor111ation 
Be it Resolved 

by Manuel Castells The danger for the profession, tools from whichever materials information (and characterized 

Professor of City and Regional Planning, Professor of Sociology and for the planning schools, is to are available, without having to by the uprooting of culture, the 

University of California, Berkeley face this transformation defen- surrender to the normative capture of experience in real vir-

sively. As in all major processes of approach by which academic dis- tuality, the marking of spaces, 

WE ARE llV/NG JN A MOMENT OF historical 

social change there are extraordi- ciplines are bound. Planning the new monumentality, and 
nary opportunities to be seized, moves freely across borders to the new centralities) the attribu-

transformation, characterized by the bipolar opposition 
but also serious costs for those support thinking, designing and tion of identifiable meaning to 

between techno-economic gwbalization and socio-cultural 
institutions and individuals unable action. But, in order not to lose its the places where we live, work, 
or unwilling to adapt. Thus, there direction, it needs a purpose. The travel, dream, enjoy, and suffer, 

identity. As in all major processes of social change, the new is an obvious danger of digging purpose is provided by a strong represents the fundamental task 
paradigm is characterized by new forms of time and space. the trenches of cultural resistance empirical definition of its object: in reconstructing the unity 
The compression of time in electronic circuits leads to the and resisting change by simply dealing with the issues concerning between function and meaning. 

emergence of timeless time, in a relentless effort to annihilate refining old concepts, or by spatial forms and process, as they Without this, our societies will 

time in human practice. embarking on a questionable manifest themselves in cities and disintegrate in the juxtaposition 
process of self-reflection in which regions around the world. Any between outer tasks and inner 

The delocalization of communica- national governments, increas- planning itself becomes the goal, attempt to extend the reach of experiences. 

tion and exchanges leads to the ingly dependent upon their mem- rather than the means. In the pro- city and regional planning to all 

s ace of flows as the spatial bership in multilateral institutions fessional world, the harsh reality issues taking place in a fully 4 Fourthly, the shift towards local 

dimension of instrumentality in and international agreements, of bureaucracies, politics, and url:ianized world will ae-legitimize and regional governments as 

the Information Age. However, together with a rise of local and markets will leave little room for it, and will introduce a fundamen- decisive instances of gover-

against the logic of the space of regional governments as more intellectual escapism. And in the tal split between low-level techni- nance, management, participa-

~ flows and of timeless time, the dynamic agents of negotiation, academic planning field, the cal operations in the profession, tion, and representation requires 

~ roots of culture and the search for representation, and strategic ini- building of fantasy worlds made and useless free-floating specula- a serious re-thinking of these 
~ 

meaning continue to emphasize tiative. The nation state has of abstract categories could dan- tion in a shrinking academia. local/regional institutions, which ~ 

~ the space of places, biological become too big for the manage- gerously substitute for the hard more often than not are prone 
~ 
~ time, and clock time as the lasting ment of everyday life and too work of actually reinventing what The challenges for to parochialism, corruption and 

categories of most human experi- small to control global flows of to do out there, in an increasingly planning in the petty politics. The chance of a 

ence. capital, trade, production, and complex world. Resistance is not a Information Age "city-state" in a world economy 

information. The crisis of political tenable course. It must not be. is simply this, a chance, favored 

Cities and regions in the legitimacy, associated with the City and regional planning will still by the winds of the new history, 

Information Age bypassing of nation states by the City and regional planning is more have to deal with a wide range of but this does not mean that 

The spatial and social conse- globalization of economy and than ever a necessary tool to issues. But some of them appear local governments, and even 
~ quences of these transformations technology, includes a growing tackle the explosive spatial, eco- at the forefront of people's lives less local politics, are ready for 

i are only starting to appear, and distance between people and nomic, and social problems and governments' concerns, it. For each Barcelona, each 

~ yet they have already changed institutions at the very moment emerging in cities and regions around the world: Curitiba, and each Portland, 
~ the way we work, we consume, when the public sector must be around the world under the shock there are many Washington 

I and we live. Cities and regions are active and supported to counter- waves of the Information Age. 1 The overarching issue is envi- D.C:s and many Mexico City's 

fundamentally affected in their balance the undesirable effects of But to be able to be up to the ronmental sustainability. We (and many Berkeley's). Which 

reality and in their representation unchallenged market forces and task, city and regional planning now are aware, both through kind of local institutions could 

by these processes, across cultures financial turbulence. must reconstruct its analytical social activism and scientific fit in the Information Age, how 

and across levels of development. tools, focusing its endeavor on its knowledge, of the lasting dam- they could become electroni-

A gigantic process of urbaniza- New planning paradigms specific object: cities, regions, spa- age of some processes of cally connected to be both local 

tion, albeit under new forms, is Confronted by this whirlwind of tial forms and processes, and/or growth. The strategy of solidar- and global, and how city plan-

taking place all over the world, social and spatial transformation, territories. City and regional plan- ity between generations -that ning and strategic metropolitan 

particularly in Asia and in Latin the intellectual categories that ning is above all about spatial is, between you and the chil- planning could be renewed in 

America. Mega-cities emerge as constitute the foundation of plan- transformation. All other matters dren of your children- requires such a context, are major issues 

constellations of territorial sprawl, ning in general, and of city plan- (economic, technological, politi- an extraordinary effort of inte- for re-thinking, and for organi-

concentrating both the energy ning in particular, have been cal, cultural, and social factors) grating the environmental zational re-design - that must 

and the dereliction of countries made obsolete. Yet, the issues have to be specified in relation- dimension, which is always ter- relate to the characteristics of 

and societies. Environmental sus- treated by city and regional plan- ship to a given territory, and to ritorially specific, in everything the territories where these insti-

tainability becomes the corner- ners are more important than the communities built or threat- we do. tutions are rooted (i.e., they 

stone of all new development ever, and the stock of skills accu- ened in the territory. This should must be spatially specified). 

strategies. Cities and societies are mulated in the field, both in the be the anchor for our field -and 2 A second fundamental issue is 

I 
becoming increasingly multiethnic profession and in academic insti- one not to lose track of in a time the planning of the urban and If we are able to seize the oppor-

and multicultural, thus enriching tutions, are absolutely precious. of mind-boggling change. metropolitan infrastructure that tunity of renewing city and 

the cultural patchwork of our What is at issue is the ability of will have to accompany the regional planning to confront 
~ lives, yet requiring - increasingly - planners -and of their teachers - Planning is a profession, not an mega-process of urbanization in these four challenges of the 
~ 

~ the ability to translate codes and to renew their thinking, their academic discipline; a tradition of much of the planet, as well as Information Age, then perhaps ./. 
~ 
~ share meaning from diverse ori- framework, and their method, professional work, not a meta- the upgrading, retrofitting, and we could contribute to link up sci-

~ gins. while departing from the world ideology of rationality. It has environmental softening of the ence, technology, culture, and 

that is left behind: a world cen- always drawn from a variety of largely irrational infrastructure politics, thus enabling the local to 

Paradoxically, local and regional tred on the welfare state, on rigid academic disciplines: geography, on which many of our cities are control the global, so that func-

governments seem more adept zoning, on the belief in models of history economics, architecture, built today. tion and meaning, productivity 

than national governments to metropolitan growth, on the pre- design, sociology, anthropology, and social justice are integrated 

navigate in these flows of infor- dictability of social patterns, on engineering, biology, psychology, 3 Thirdly, the reconstruction of and reconciled. 

mation, capital and power, while the legitimacy of national govern- mathematics, philosophy and cultural meaning in spatial 

connecting with the cultural ments, and on the long-term ben- even literature. Its strength was, forms and processes is, at the Let it be. Or, in the spirit of this 

diversity of their constituencies, efits of economic growth without and is, in its interdisciplinary char- same time, the oldest profession special issue of Plan Canada -

and representing the interests of social and environmental con- acter that allows for breathing in this business, and the new seeking out millennium-scale 

their citizens. All over the world, straints. space in dealing with new issues, frontier of planning. In a world messages for planning and plan-

there is a decline in the power of that makes it possible to build marked by abstract flows of ners - let it be resolved! 
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Age: 
Note: 

This article is based on Professor Castells' 
previous article, "The Education of City Planners 
in the Information Age," originally published in 
the Berkeley Planning journal, volume 12 (1998), 
pp. 25-3 1. It has been adapted and reproduced by 
perntission. Manuel Castells has published and 
taught extensively on issues related to 
urbanization, social movements, the economy, and 
the rise of information technology. His most recent 
major work, The Information Age: Economy, 
Society and Culture (published by Blackwell) is a 
three-volume set analyzing the transformation of 
society in the information age (Vol. 1: The Rise of 
the Network Society, 1996; Vol. 2: The Power of 
Identity, 1997; Vol. 3: End of Millennium, 1998). 

On short notice, Daniel Gill kindly contributed this brief review of 
the first book in Castells' "Information Age" trilogy. 

The Rise of 

Dans un delai tres bref, 
Daniel Gill a gentiment 
accepte de participer en nous 
proposant cette breve analyse du 
premier livre de la trilogie de 
Castells sur «L'ere de 
!'information». 

L'emergence 
de la societe en reseaux 

De Manuel Castells 
(Cambridge, Mass: Blackwell, 1996) 
Analyse de Daniel Gill 
Professeur invite 
lnstitut d'Urbanisme, Universite de Montreal 

the Network Society 

Le grand merite de ce Jivre est de 
nous faire prendre conscience que 
nous entrons definitivement dans 
une ere nouvelle et que de 
nouveaux paradigmes se mettent 
en place, nous obligeant a regar
der le monde et son fonctionne
ment sous un angle nouveau. 
Pour Castells, ii ne fait aucun 
doute, nous sommes face a une 
revolution sans precedent dont Jes 
effets seront beaucoup plus 
importants que Ja revolution 
industrielle, parce qu'en plus de 
modifier Jes processus de produc
tion elle modifiera totalement Jes 
rapports entre Jes individus et Jes 
societes. 

des villes. Se/on /'auteur, dans 
cette nouvelle societe en reseaux, 
Ja notion du rapport de la ville a 
son hinterland ne tient plus, le 
developpement futur des villes 
dependra de Jeur insertion dans ce 
nouve/ espace des flux et de Jeur 
capacite a developper des noeuds 
au coeur de differents reseaux 
planetaires. L'avenir appartiendra 
egalement aux villes qui sauront 
creer des environnements aptes a 
recevoir, non plus des entreprises, 
mais Jes elites qui Jes dirigent, 
d'ou l 'interet qu'il accorde a 
/'organisation des villes de 
demain. Sur ce sujet ii dresse 
d'ailleurs une comparaison inte
ressante entre Jes vi lies nord
americaines et europeennes. 

by Manuel Castells 
(Cambridge, Mass: Blackwell, 1996) 
Reviewed by Daniel Gill 
lnstitut d'Urbanisme, Universite de Montreal 

The purpose of this book is to 
make us aware that we are defin
itively entering a new era and 
that new paradigms are being 
established, forcing us to view 
the world and its functions from a 
different perspective. According 
to Castells, there is no doubt that 
we are facing an unprecedented 
revolution, the effects of which 
will be much more significant 
than the Industrial Revolution 
itself. It will not only affect the 
processes of production, but will 
completely modify the relation
ship between individuals and 
societies. 

In this first volume of his trilogy, 
Castells reviews all of the ele
ments that have brought about 
the advent of the Information 
Age, in order to show us, in pre
cise detail, the impact of new 
information technologies on the 
way in which companies operate, 
as well as the economic globaliza
tion resulting from the establish
ment of the "network society." 
The last two chapters, which dis
cuss time and space, are, in my 
opinion, the most relevant to 
urban planners, organizers and 
other planning professionals. 

For the first time in the history of 
humanity we are witnessing a 
dissociation of space and time 
-or, at the very least, a redefini
tion of what unites them: "con

trary to most of the classical 
social theories, which postulate 
that time is dominated by space
in a network society, it is space 
that organizes time" (p. 426). In 
an original way, Castells succeeds 
in tackling this issue by dissociat
ing one from the other. 

His chapter on space forces us to 
re-examine our theories about 
the economic and organizational 
development of cities. The author 
claims that within this new net- · 

work society the notion of a con
nection between a city and its 
hinterland no longer exists. The 
future development of cities will 
depend on how well they adapt 
to this area of flux space, and on 
their capacity to develop junc
tions at the heart of planetary 
networks. Thus, the future will 
belong to the cities that are able 
to create environments that are 
ready to accommodate, not com
panies, but the elites who run 
them . On this subject, the author 
also draws an interesting compar-

ison between North American 
and European cities. 

The revolution of information 
technologies will also result in a 
compression of time and make it 
an important source of value. 
Henceforth, capital absorbs time, 
creating temporal revenue that is 
much more important than basic 
profit. In a world of perpetual 
change, time becomes the pri
mary criterion of investment. 
How, then, to reconcile short
term gains and long-term territor
ial planning? Therein lies the prin
ciple challenge that we must face 
as planners. 

There are some who could 
reproach Castells for not getting 
to the essence of the matter, and 
for wanting to make a display of 
his knowledge by constantly 
flooding the reader with exam
ples, data and bibliographic refer
ences. Yet, although the trilogy 
consists of more than 1,500 
densely documented pages, this 
first volume is extremely rich, and 
serves as an essential collection 
for the coming millennium. 
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Dans ce premier tome Castells 
passe en revue tous Jes elements 
qui ant mene a /'avenement de 
/'ere de /'information, pour 
ensuite nous indiquer avec moult 
details /'impact des nouvelles 
technologies de /'information sur 
le fonctionnement des entreprises 
et Ja mondialisation de /'economie 
par Ja mise en place de Ja societe 
en reseaux. Les deux derniers cha
pitres qui traitent de l'espace et du 
temps sont, a man avis, au coeur 
des preoccupations des urbanistes, 
amenagistes et autres planifica
teurs de /'espace. 
Pour la premiere fois dans /'histoi
re de l'humanite nous assisterons 
a une dissociation de l'espace et 
du temps, ou du mains a une 
redefinition de Ja relation qui Jes 
unit " contrairement a Ja plupart 
des theories socia/es classiques, 
qui postulent la domination de 
l'espace par le temps, dans Ja 
societe en reseau, c'est l'espace 
qui organise le temps "(p.426). De 
fa<;on originale Castells reussit a 
aborder Ja question en dissociant 
l'un de l'autre. 
Son chapitre sur /'espace nous 
oblige a remettre en question nos 
theories sur le developpement 
economique et organisationnel 
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La revolution des technologies de 
/'information aura egalement pour 
principale consequence d'entraT
ner une compression du temps et 
d'en faire une source de valeur 
importante. Dorenavant le capital 
absorbe le temps et en vit creant 
ainsi une rente temporelle bien 
plus importante que la rente fon
ciere. Dans un monde en perpe
tuel changement le temps devient 
le premier critere d'investisse
ment. Comment a/ors concilier 
rentabi lite a court terme et 
planification territoriale a long 
terme? Voila le principal defi que 
nous devrons affronter en tant 
qu'urbaniste et planificateur. 
Certains pourront reprocher a 
Castells de ne pas al/er a l'essen
tiel et de vouloir faire l'etalage de 
ses connaissances en nous 
inondant constamment d'exem
ples, de donnees et de references 
bibliographiques. Bien que sa 
trilogie comporte en effet plus de 
1500 pages densement documen
tees, ii n'en demeure pas mains 
que ce premier tome est d'une 
extreme richesse et qu 'il constitue 
un recueil essentiel pour aborder 
le prochain millenaire. 
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Mary-Ellen Tyler emphasizes the ecological context of future 
planning. Warning us about the "myth-information" that can all too 
easily mislead us in this new age, Tyler highlights the question "What 
are we planning for?" We must now plan not so much for an urban 
"environment" as for an urban ecology, and we must make this kind 
of planning "human nature." Tyler focuses attention on innovative 
demonstration projects that embody the necessary type of"how" in 
response to her primary interest in "why." 

Selon Mary-Ellen Tyler, l'urbaniste de l'avenir tiendra compte 
du contexte ecologique. Devant le danger que represente 
!'incertitude qui peut affecter la profession, elle s'interroge sur le 
role de l'urbaniste. II ne s'agit plus d'amenager un environnement 
urbain mais d'encourager une ecologie urbaine qui tienne compte 
de la nature humaine. Elle decrit certains projets innovateurs qui 
pourraient o.ffrir des elements de reponse sur les methodes a adopter. 

I Ecological Planning 
/ in an Age of Myth-Information 
' l by Mary-Ellen Tyler, PhD 

Dean of Environmental Design, University of Calgary 

The end of Distinguishing the physical mani- The tradition of professional spective of human history, we the numbers" kind), the better 

planning? festation of the "rational" North planning has long claimed its have always lived in the world by the decision-making. This persis-

Be it resolved .. . "Chicken Little" American city in the 1950's from legitimacy on the basis of "How" means of the cognitive and bio- tent myth assumes a certain 

was right! As we enter the that of the pre-millennium city in planning is done. Much of this chemical processing of informa- scientism or logocentrism that 

twenty-first century, it would the 1990's seems to involve not instrumentalism has been fixed tion, and the assignment of val- continues to beg the questions: 

appear from the postmodern much more than identifying a and delineated in municipal ues and meaning to information. What information is important? 

cyberspace discourse of North difference in scale. The sameness development plans, policies, reg- For example, culture creates the Whose information is important? 

American popular culture that remains despite the presence of ulations and procedures pursuant material and symbolic informa- And, perhaps most importantly, 

the paradigmatic "sky," which more roads, sewers, buildings, to provincial legislation. The tion and communication systems who decides? 

has so faithfully upheld the con- taxes, suburbs, solid waste, question "Why plan?" seems to through which we interact in our 

ceptual framework of rational energy consumption, and dispar- have been left to what Castells environmental context. Guns or butter? 
economic planning, is falling. The ity between "haves" and "have refers to as "useless free-floating Information is encoded into the In March of 1990, the Roper Poll 

advent of the new millennium nots." This situation of plus ~a speculation in a shrinking acade- DNA of all living things. Physics in the United States conducted a 

brings apocalyptic expectations change plus c'est la meme chose mia." However, the absolutely recognizes energy, matter and survey of public concerns about 

and speculations about new should not be entirely unex- critical question of "What are we information as the three funda- the environment for the U.S. 

beginnings and dramatic end- pected : doing the same thing planning for?" seems to have mental components of the uni- Environmental Protection Agency 

ings. In her 1996 book over and over again while been entirely side-stepped by verse. However, it is not informa- (EPA) . Similarly, the EPA con-

Postmodern Urbanism, Nan Ellin expecting different results is both practitioners and theorists. tion per se, but the medium in ducted an experts' workshop in 

neatly summarized the "end of either a definition of insanity or Chicken Little's fabled life may which information is given mean- which professional scientists 

everything" as: an overview of municipal devel- have revealed a few shortcom- ing, that has truly transforma- ranked ecological risks on a con-

the end of work, ... the end of opment planning in the last forty ings, but at least she appears to tional potential. tinuum from highest to lowest. 

modernity, the end of taboos, years. have understood the value of The results of the public survey 

the end of affluence, the end of environmental scanning. The rea- "Meaning" and "value" are two ranked "active hazardous waste 

intelligent writing, the end of The passionate assertion in sons for and purposes of plan- inherent dimensions of informa- sites, abandoned hazardous 

Christendom, the end of British Castells' article that planning is, ning would seem to be naturally tion of specific interest to plan- waste sites, water pollution from 

politics, the end of comedy, the above all, a professional practice linked to such an environmental ning. Social "myth" information industrial sources, oil spills, radia-

end of sex, the end of libraries, represents a well-established scanning exercise. What better is central to all cultures as a · tion from nuclear power plant 

the end of law, the end of art position. However, this is a time to scan the externalities means of value transmission . Its accidents, industrial air pollution, 

theory, the end of beauty, the "good news/bad news" proposi- bearing down upon us than at prevalence and influence have chemicals from industrial acci-

end of conversation, the end of tion that bears some reflection . the beginning of a new millen- been popularly described by dents, solid waste and ground-

organized capitalism, the end of Practice is not a hermetically nium, and at the dawn of post- anthropologist Joseph Campbell . water contamination from agri-

desire .. . the end of cities, . .. the sealed act that happens in a modern planning? Are we plan - Cultural myths serve to demon- cultural and industrial sources" as 

end of suburbia, .. . and the end value-free , objective and rational ning for cyberspace? strate that people and societies the highest environmental risks. 

of public space ... . (26) state of grace. Planning practice Environmental sustainability? have been "informationally con- In sharp contrast, the EPA work-
and professional practitioners Ecologically and economically nected" for thousands of years. shop experts rated "global di-

Any speculation about the "end must be informed by "some- appropriate infrastructure? The Over thirty-five years ago, corn- matic change, habitat alteration, 

of planning" would seem to be thing." If in practice that some- reconstruction of social meaning munication theorist Marshall stratospheric ozone depletion 

in good company. By the end of thing is nothing more than short- in spatial form? Governance on- Mcluhan coined the famous slo- and biological species depletion" 

the twentieth century, Jurgen term economic thinking and local line? E-commerce? Climate gan "the medium is the mes- as the greatest threats to the 

Habermas's "crisis of legitimacy" political expediency, we have a change? Energy efficiency? sage," and distinguished environment. 

became endemic to all disciplines collective problem. Dave Witty's Work at home? Cultural diver- between meaning as created 

and professions dealing with "snapshot" survey of Canadian sity? Or are we planning for the through electronic visual media, The planning dilemma illustrated 

society. If architects are no longer planners, published in Plan 1980's (again)? Smoke-stack and meaning as created by linear in this case is not the question of 

required in order to construct Canada in July 1994, suggests chasing economic development? text. Information is not a generic who is right, citizens or experts. 

buildings, and master plans and that practice does not always The car? Less taxes? None the commodity; all information is not Rather, the critical question is 

planners are no longer central to make perfect. For example, 64% above? All of the above? equal. Ultimately, it is the user of about how we determine the 

the economic governance of of respondents felt that "more information that gives meaning issues that drive public policy. 

space, then indeed, as Marshall and more, planning is facing con- The myth- and value to it, in different medi - The classic public policy dilemma 

Berman put it in the title of his flicts of competing interests." A information age urns and contexts. of "guns or butter" represents 

1982 book, "All That is Solid further 54% felt that "planning We are mistaken if we think that this fundamental problem of 

Melts into Air." is too often compromised by the the "Information Age," in the lit- One of the biggest myths in conflicting values and priorities. 
politics of place." eral sense of the term, is only planning has been that the more In the context of ecosystem 

now beginning. From the per- information (preferably the "run management it might be better 
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phrased as "grizzly bears or 
algae." The question "What are 
we planning for?" cannot be 

separated from the question of 
what we value, and of who 
decides upon the priorities for 
public policy. Practitioners with a 
technocratic or regulatory bent 
tend to view this as the domain 
of the politician . However, the 
notion of public interest, though 
battered , must still be part of 
professional planning practice; 
otherwise, we would not be con
cerned about the four challenges 
that Castells has identified for 

planning in the new millennium 
(" environmental sustainability 
. .. retrofitting and environmental 
softening of irrational infrastruc
ture ... reconstruction of spatial 
meaning in spatial forms and 
processes . .. rethinking and reor
ganizing local and regional gov
ernance institutions") . Planners 
must become involved in the 
process of setting public policy, in 
determining which issues, whose 
issues, will drive the public 
domain in the new millennium . 
Planning has always covered a 
wide spectrum of applications. 
Planners should therefore resist 
the temptation to narrow the 
definition of planning practice to 
municipal development approval 
and regulation . None of Castells' 
four planning challenges will be 
met by a bureaucracy of file 
managers focused on the width 

of side yards and standardi+ed 
street setbac s. , ; 

Ecological 
plumliing on-line 
While part of the postmodern 
debate in planning seeks to dis
mantle the modern myths of 
master narratives, centralized 
bureaucratic hierarchies, and the 
authority of experts, there is 
another part of the debate. 
Urban ecology seeks to dismantle 
the dominance of the industrial 
machine as the primary engineer
ing and architectonic metaphor 
for the built human environment. 
Buckminster Fuller observed that 

despite all of the advances in 
technology it is plumbing that 
continues to connect us to the 
earth . Unlike industrial technol

ogy, information technology is a 
surrogate of our brain, not our 
brawn . However, even in the vir
tual reality of cyberspace we will 
eventually need to heed the call 
of nature. The " city as machine" 

metaphor of modern architecture 
has been pronounced as an 
"ecological dead end. " 1 The 

new metaphor of "city as ecosys
tem," coupled with the rise of 
urban ecology as both a theory 
and a practice, is driving the 
international emergence of urban 
environmental management and 
sustainable urban design. 

The fundamental challenges fac
ing urban environmental plan
ners at the beginning of the . 

Urban ecology: 
it's human nature 
It has been said that the most crit
ical international urban ecology 
problem facing planners is the 
competition between the habitat 
requirements of a 175-pound 
human being and the habitat 
requirements of her/his 
3,000-pound car. In his 1990 
book Discordant Harmonies, 
Daniel Botkin observes that 
"nature in the twenty-first cen
tury will be nature we make." 
However, here at the beginning 
of the twenty-first century we 
really have no clear idea or agree
ment about what information is 
required to make an urban ecol
ogy. In a world supposedly awash 
in information, the lack of instru
mental, substantive and contex
tual planning models for urban 
ecology is a real dilemma. Yet, 
urban ecology is as much a design 
problem as it is a planning issue. 
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Therefore, be it resolved that 
there is a critical need for urban 
ecology demonstration projects at 
the municipal level -projects that 
make urban ecological design and 
planning a reality, and not just a 
normative theoretical concept. 
The purposes of initiating these 
demonstration projects are: 
• to demonstrate to private and 

public sector partners that there 
is market receptivity for alterna
tive sustainable forms of devel

opment; 
• to identify how and where 

municipal development costs 
could effectively be reduced 
through alternative develop
ment planning and design; 

• to identify the sustainable 
design principles, as well as the 
institutional and financial fac
tors, that influence develop
ment approval, construction 
and life-cycle costs. 

The major activities and benefits 
associated with these demonstra
tion projects would include: 
• designing and testing alterna

tive ecological infrastructure 
(water, storm water and energy 
management; habitat protec
tion and restoration ; and hous
ing and neighbourhood form 
and technologies) ; 

• assessing market and consumer 
receptivity to "sustainable com
munity" innovations; 

• determining what implications 
the adoption of i[lnovative 

"green " techr ;log s anq p rac-, 
tices will have f ,. uni 1' al reg 

ulation, m4~; e · t, •i r \ 
structure ·ano ~ 11 . 1 

• develo~f{l\ 
strategi' 1' · 

~ l, \ 
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If the practice of ecological design 
is to result in the ecological 
restructuring of the built environ

ment, it must emerge as a process 
for giving form to a new 

human/technological/ecological 
synthesis. The challenge then 
involves placing industrialized cul
tures in a new context. What 
should our goals be? How should 
we live? Such questions make 
ecological design an essential ele
ment in the emergence of a new 
cultural philosophy and a new, 
unified architectural aesthetic. The 
modernist belief that all problems 
can be solved through rational 
deduction, and that all social 
needs can be satisfied through 
science, has been seriously 
eroded . This erosion is at the 
heart of the "crisis " in both 
design and planning. We must re
learn the rules of engagement 
and re-design ourselves into the 
system of life, which Kevin Kelly 
describes as the "ultimate tech
nology." 2 Be it resolved . 

I E. Hahn and U. Simonis (1 991) , "Ecological 
Urban Restructuring," Ekistics 58: pp. 348-9. 

2 Kevin Kelly, Out or Control: The Rise or Neo
Biological Civilization (New York: Addison Wesley, 
1994). 

Dr. Mary-Ellen Tyler is 

currently Dean of the Faculty of 

Environmental Design at the 

University of Calgary. She holds 
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Peter Drucker, in the October 

1999 issue of Atlantic Monthly, 
describes the Internet as "pro

foundly changing economies, 

markets, and industry structures; 

products and services and their 

flow; consumer segmentation, 

consumer values, and consumer 

behavior; jobs and labor mar
kets." E-commerce is extending 

the globalization of economic 

production to the globalization of 

consumption . Anything can be 

sold to anyone anywhere. Space, 

which Drucker points out, has 

been eroded over the two cen

turies since the advent of the rail

way, is finally being erased. In 

Drucker's words, there is "only 

one economy and only one mar

ket." In common terms, including 

those of Castells, we are "global
izing." 

The Information Revolution, like 

the earlier Industrial Revolution, 

will affect family and community. 

Industrialization transformed the 

family from a unit of production 

-typically working for its own 

subsistence- into a markedly 

looser social structure, albeit in 

the context of a more intricate 

and interdependent economy. 
The benefit was an enormous 

increase in the standard of living 

of ordinary citizens. Production 

and consumption remained geo

graphically defined , however, and 

occurred largely within the 

boundaries of communities, 

regions and nation states. Castells 

commends increased regard for 

such spatial or territorial refer

ences as a necessary foundation 

for a meaningful planning, but 

how does this square with all the 

projected "globalizing"? The 

Information Age may well bring 

an end to the organization of 

both production and consumption 

in the context of such communi

ties and nations. If this indeed 

transpires, the impact on tradi

tional planning approaches is 

likely to be immense. The struc

ture that most of us have been 

trained to analyze and shape may 

well evaporate before us. We are 

already well aware of its acceler

ating evolution . 

The question is: how do we deal 

with the associated social 

changes? Many of the planners I 

John Heseltine takes a more oblique perspective on Castells' 
analysis, attracted as he is by the technological (rather than the 
ecological) implications and the globalizing (rather than the 
localizing) manifestations. Heseltine assesses the Information Age's 
impact on planning as potentially immense. His main concern is 
getting old-style "statist" planning out of the way of current trends, 
in order to harness the full potential of information technology and 
"private" markets. This means shucking bad "ideology" in favour of 
a benevolent and enabling "rule-by-tool." 

John Heseltine aborde /'analyse de Castells d'un point de vue 
technologique plutot qu 'ecologique. II s'attarde aux aspects globaux 
plutot qu'aux particularites regionales. Se/on lui, l'iige de 
/'information pourrait avoir une influence majeure sur l'urbanisme. 
Pour tirer pleinement parti de cette nouvelle technologie et des 
marches «prives», ilfaut encourager les nouvelles approches et 
delaisser les methodes traditionnelles; en d'autres termes, 
abandonner les ideologies rigides au profit de postulats contextuels 
souples. 

Planners 
and the Challenge of the Information Age 

by John Heseltine, MCIP 
Vice President/COO, ATi Consulting, Halifax 

have spoken to seem fearful that barriers to fulfilling the potential environmental impacts. Yet, cur- contradict the objective of urban 

the spread of "Western" mores of this development are mainly rent trends are not inherently intensification that planners now 

will overwhelm the carrying cultural and institutional in nature. threatening to the environment. espouse. We can also abandon 

capacity of the planet. Most of us The insistence of most countries As we have already noted, the the props and subsidies that pre-

are also uncomfortable with the on sustaining increasingly mar- personal computer offers tremen- serve inefficient settlement pat-

evolution of settlement patterns ginal and irrelevant postal services dous potential for replacing high- terns. In Atlantic Canada, public 

away from dense urban concen- is symptomatic. If the elimination energy physical communication assistance has encouraged the 

trations. Our profession, however, of post offices has any effect at with low-energy telecommunica- maintenance of rural economies 

has little hope of preventing all, it will likely be to raise ship- tion. Markets are also the most at a level that, in many locations, 
either trend . The lifestyle of North ping prices, thereby adding to the effective means to measure has had a devastating impact on 

America and Western Europe will incentive to replace the move- resource consumption; indeed , our natural resources and econ-

spread not because Westerners ment of paper with electronic market mechanisms are being omy. Throughout North America 

proselytize, but because the rest communication. employed in many jurisdictions to this type of intervention -whether 

of the world's inhabitants reduce pollution . We may also manifested by well-intended poli-

-exposed to its allure by movies, Private Markets: trust that if lifestyles become cies to enhance mobility and resi-

television, and the Internet- The decline of statism and the more "Western" in a global econ- dential choice, or by cynical 

decide that they want it. Within increasing confidence of many omy, population growth will also manipulation to support investors 

North America and Europe, pre- people in private markets seems slow to Western rates-a phe- and industry- has distorted 

venting the spread of suburbia to represent a threat to the major- nomenon that has already begun lifestyles, economies, and the 

into ex-urbia and beyond is ity of planners employed in the throughout the Third World . shape of communities. 

equally futile. In a democratic public sector. Planners need to 

society, people will have what recognize, however, that policy- As a profession we should seize Planners will not give up their 

they want and are willing to work making is not about promulgating the opportunity to use the trends regulatory role in this context. 

for. our particular personal policies. of our times. The technology that Law is the foundation of free 
We are, after all, responsible to could rend the urban structure to markets and regulation is essen-

Given that resistance is not a ten- councils, governments, and clients which we are attached also puts tial, particularly in the manage-

able course, we must learn to that formulate social direction. in our hands the capacity to ana- ment of scarce natural resources. 

work within a new paradigm- Our responsibility is to advise, to lyze the consequences. Much of Yet, planners can play more ere-

one where we have less control, seek efficient and effective paths what was imagined in the 1950's, ative roles in the restructuring of 

and where trends are less pre- to social goals. If an initiative such 60's, and 70's now simply is. We local and regional institutions, the 

dictable. In a world in which mar- as the privatization of a water have on our desks more comput- dismantling of counter-productive 

kets and people are increasingly utility can achieve desirable ends, ing power than existed in the regulatory regimes, and the pro-

free, the goal of planners should there is no reason to oppose it as entire world in 1950. Linked by motion of cost-effective public 

be to influence, not to direct. This "bad planning practice." the Internet and using Geographic and private services. Good plan-

means using the market to guide 
Globalization: 

Information Systems and other ners consider the complete array 

us to a "sustainable" future. tools, we have not only an of possible solutions. The benefit 

Consideration of four key areas is The internationalization of corn- unforeseen ability to process of the Information Age is to 

will illustrate the situation . merce allows a more equitable words and numbers but also the expand the range of options, the 
distribution of economic benefits means to gather information and ability to know the options, and 

Technology: than was conceivable at any time communicate it, intimately and the number of tools available to 
We have witnessed remarkable in the past. Thirty years ago the collectively. The classical model of evaluate them. Furthermore, 
technological advances in the past emergence of Asia seemed all but planning method required that we there are opportunities for plan-
thirty years, advances that have impossible. Its progress is still halt- understand broadly and analyze ners in the private sector as well 
made machinery more effective ing, but tremendous advances are thoroughly. Its later refinement as in government. Skills in data 
and efficient, and have enhanced underway. If these changes mean required us to consult widely and analysis, communications, consul-
our power to work and communi- more widespread consumption of communicate openly. We now tation and project management, 
cate. Individual computer technol- goods and services, it is an issue have the tools to accomplish that all of which planners have in 
ogy reduces the energy required that we must deal with. We will mission. spades, are in high demand. We 
to sustain and advance the level not have a say in how the devel- need to move our profession 
of interaction to which we have aping world develops. We are also presented with a per- away from ideological biases of all 
become accustomed. Information feet opportunity to jettison the kinds, and towards a creative 
no longer needs to be carried and Environmentalism: 

baggage of dubious intervention- command of the new technical 
physically shelved or filed. The As human activity expands, plan-

ist policies. Zoning by-laws often tools at our disposal. 
ners are naturally concerned with 
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Calling on her recent experiences in consulting, Mary Bishop 
sounds a note of concern for the smaller communities and scattered 
settlements of rural Canada. She hopes that our profession will 
resolve to find better ways to contribute to the revival and survival of 
these communities. Their comparatively solid sense of community 
constitutes precious national cultural capital, in contrast to the 
fragmented or fragmenting sense of community in our cities. They 
provide much of the "raw material" for the localizing that is 
increasingly necessary to counterbalance all of the globalizingforces 
whitch threaten the sanity of our societies. 

Mary Bishop, qui a acquis une experience d'urbaniste-conseil, 
sonne l'alarme en ce qui a trait aux communautes isolees des 
regions rurales canadiennes. Seton elle, notre profession doit 
s'engager a trouver des moyens d'encourager le renouvellement et la 
survie de ces communautes qui representent une ressource 
nationale precieuse. L'esprit communautaire de ces centres ruraux 
fait contre-pied aux allegeances fragmentees de nos villes. Ces 
communautes representent le meilleur espoir de developpement 
d'une regionalisation capable d'entraver lesforces «globalisantes» 
qui menacent l'equilibre de notre societe. 

Sustaining Conununity 
in Rural Canada 
by Mary Bishop, MCIP 
Senior Associate, Canning & Pitt Associates, St. John's 

ON THE SHORES of the Labrador Straits where I 
have recently been working, the people of the small 
community of L'Anse au Loup brace themselves for the onset 
of winter and, with it, the uncertainty of the new 
millennium. 

The social and economic changes 
associated with the Information 
Age threaten the future prosper
ity of this and countless other 
small towns and communities 
across the country-places where 
time seems to stand still. My 
hope is that our profession will 
find ways to contribute to the 
revival and survival of these com
munities in the face of the global 
change described by Castells. 
While our purpose as a profes
sion in the mega-cities of the 
future may be more certain and 
secure, we should not turn our 
backs on those small towns and 
rural communities struggling to 
provide the quality of life and 
livelihood for which many 

Canadians secretly yearn. In the 
new millennium, we should 
resolve to develop new ways of 
thinking about our rural commu
nities-about the quality of life 
they provide, and their role in 
our regional, provincial and 
national economies. While our 
efforts in the growing cities of 
the future will be devoted to cre
ating a stnse of community in an 
increasingly de-humanizing 
world, our challenge in rural 
Canada will be to help preserve 
and maintain the solid sense of 
community that already exists. 

We will also need to understand 
how small places can take advan
tage of global change to secure 

long-term viability and security. 
Attaining this understanding will 
require us to reconsider our role 
in community-building in order 
to find a new, and perhaps more 
relevant, purpose for our work. 
We will need to understand 
global issues affecting the flow of 
labour and capital, the develop
ment of resources, food produc
tion, international tourism, and 
climate change. We will have an 
important role to play in helping 
our local governments sort out 
what is happening to their com
munities and why, and in helping 
them effect change in a manner 
that leads to future prosperity. 

In the new millennium, we 
should resolve to extend our 
vision beyond the communities in 
which we toil, to the realm of 
possibilities that the information 
age might open up for them. We 
will need to arm ourselves with 
new tools and skills in areas such 

as economic analysis, environ
mental monitoring, and strategic 
thinking. Where will these skills 
come from? My hope is that a 
new breed of planner will 
emerge from our planning pro
grams -a planner equipped with 
a much broader knowledge of 
global forces and an ability to see 
how such forces filter down to 
the community level. 

Because we risk running out of 
new ideas and energy, we should 
resolve to take time in the new 
millennium to smell the roses -to 
read, travel, study, and appreci
ate what is going on in the world 
around us- so that we are better 

prepared to enable the people 
we serve to navigate amidst the 
challenging and exciting possibili
ties that will arise in the coming 

century. 

Gerald Couture comments from the perspective of a large city 
government, one which, like many others these days, is behaving 
more and more like a public corporation, and thus is challenging the 
dominance of the community context of Canadian planning. 
Couture believes that we should manage the corporation/community 
inteiface in a way that keeps citizens, taxpayers and service users in 
the picture. 

Gerald Couture adopte le point de vue des grandes 
administrations municipales, qui fonctionnent de plus en plus 
comme des entreprises publiques, et remet en question /'importance 
du contexte communautaire dans l'urbanisme. II croit que la gestion 
de l'inteiface entreprise-communaute doit tenir compte des 
citoyens, des contribuables et des utilisateurs de services. 

Building 

Better Governments 
by Gerald H. Couture, MCIP 
CAO Secretariat, City of Winnipeg 

Like many of you, I work in gov
ernment. More specifically, I 
work for a public corporation 
called the City of Winnipeg. It is 
a large and complex corporation 
with over 9,000 staff members, a 
governing body of fifteen coun
cillors and a mayor, and an 
annual consolidated budget of 
over $1 billion. With these 

resources, it delivers a large num
ber of services to the citizens of 
Winnipeg, such as police protec
tion, libraries, garbage collection, 
snow removal, public works, 
community recreation, and so 
on. As a user of those services, 
and as a Winnipeg citizen and 
taxpayer, I have a stake in the 
operations of this corporation . I 
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want my municipal government 
to be both effective and efficient, 
because as a citizen I want to be 
proud of my city, as a taxpayer I 
want to be confident that my tax 
dollars are being spent wisely, 
and as a service user I want ser
vices that meet my needs. 

An effective and efficient public 
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corporation requires many of the 
qualities displayed by private, 
service-based corporations: a 
clear sense of purpose and direc
tion, sound management prac
tices, and the ability to generate 
recognized value for the services 
it provides. At the highest level, 
this requires a relationship with 
citizens which provides leader-



ship and vision for the broad 
community by understanding 
collective needs and desires. This 
facet is primarily a responsibility 
of elected officials, and ought to 
result in a better quality of life for 
citizens. At the lowest level, there 
must be a relationship with users 
of a service which provides value 
by meeting or exceeding their 
reasonable expectations. And this 
facet is primarily a responsibility 
of front line staff, and ought to 
result in customer satisfaction. 
Between these is a relationship 
with the taxpayer -call it corpo
rate strategy- which ensures that 

the two .concepts are synchro
nized: that there is proper align
ment between the long-term 
community aspirations and the 
delivery of public services on a 
day-to-day basis. This responsi
bility is shared by elected officials 
and senior management, and 
ought to result in a well-run cor
poration. 

Planners have traditionally been 
involved at both ends of this 
equation but rarely in the middle. 
We have a history of working for 
the overall betterment of com
munities through activities such 
as long-range planning, vision
ing, and policy development
activities which assist political 
leaders in articulating purpose 
and direction . We also have 
expertise in service delivery 
through development approvals, 
neighbourhood revitalization 

programs, streetscaping projects, 
and so on . Arguably, we have 
demonstrated our value as ser
vice providers. We have not, 
however, seized with conviction 
the opportunity to make public 
corporations run more effectively 
and efficiently through the provi
sion of sound corporate planning 
practices that strengthen align
ment between short-term service 
delivery, medium-term strategic 
planning and budgeting, and 
long-term community vision and 
policy development. 

Corporate planning is needed to 
help public corporations address 
the pressures of doing more with 
less, managing change, improv
ing service delivery, increasing 
accountability, and building 
resource capacity. This kind of 
planning requires comprehensive 
processes that capitalize upon 
the collective wisdom of elected 
officials and senior management, 
and build consensus around 
strategic solutions. Planners have 
much skill in managing processes 
like these. I challenge the profes
sion to apply them. 
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Doug Aberley, a bioregional planning consultant from B. C., 
rounds out the commentaries, squarely putting both planning theory 
and practice in their place with a hard-hitting critique of "what we 
must get beyond, " coupled with an inspiring exposition of "what we 
must head towards. "He calls on us to reconcile our deeds to our 
beliefs, and shows us how we might accomplish this as collectors and 
tellers of important planning stories. He also shows how each of us 
can resolve to redefine our personal relationship with our planning 
vocation. 

Telling Stories tc 
Integrative Approaches to Planning 

y Doug Aberley, PhD MCIP 

BEFORE f BEGIN f WOULD LIKE TO makeitclearthat lbelieveplanninJ 
is a unique and often wondeiful discipline. In a Western civilization that is all too often 
determined to treat the social and physical worlds simply as machines, we occupy a very 
special intellectual and practical territory. Our fundamental purpose is to "see" the whole 
of a place, a region, a culture. 

We perceive patterns where oth
ers are concerned only with tex
ture. Our task is to synthesize 
what has been dispersed and to 
connect what has been divided . 
We work at the intersection of 
art and science, attempting to 
balance intuition, emotion and 
imagination with the careful 
application of problem-solving 
techniques and complex technol
ogy. It is a profound privilege to 
do what we do. This being said, 
there remain many aspects of 
current planning theory and 
practice that should be phased 
out, and many others that 

deserve to become part of our 
day-to-day practice, and thus to 
be considered candidates for our 
new millennium resolutions. 

What we must get 
beyond 

Theory 
As a neophyte of planning theory 
I dedicated many weeks to 
searching through shelves of 
dusty planning journals from 
Canada, the United States and 
Great Britain. I copied nearly a 
hundred of these offerings and 
arranged them according to year 
and topic in a score of binders. A 

close reading of this potential 
treasure trove ultimately deliv
ered a rather paltry reward. It is 

not difficult to identify some of 
the deepest causes of this disap
pointment. 

The persistence of rationalism: 
The mythical tenets of rational
ism continue to straitjacket our 
collective professional personal
ity. Although many of the empiri
cal tools associated with the 
rational planning model should 
be preserved, it is high time that 
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we symbolically bury the theoret
ical structure in which they are 
arrayed. Perhaps the tenets of 
comprehensive planning should 
be carved on a stone placed on 
the top of a tall mountain some
where. Every student planner 
should have to walk towards, 
and up, this mountain, making 
stops at a women's shelter and a 
First Nation community, at coun
cil meetings in villages and met
ropolitan centres, and at the 
boardroom of a transnational 
corporation . A single simple con
clusion would be more than evi
dent at the conclusion of this 
odyssey: while rational planning 
may be admired as a mythic 
goal, it does not describe how 
we act in the real world . 

The normative-descriptive 
divide: 
Traditionally, a tension has been 
cultivated between theorists who 

propose planning as it ought to 
be and equally persuasive advo
cates of theories based on plan
ning as it is practiced. Theorists 
from each school tend either to 
ignore the work of the other or 
to engage the other in slyly 
impolite slagging matches in the 
pages of planning journals. As a 
result, we are rarely presented 
with the view that all of the 
major theories of planning have 
developed through a series of 
reactive co-evolutions. 
Normative rational planning 
begat descriptive incremental 
planning, descriptive advocacy 
planning begat normative trans
active planning, and so on. We 
have been poorly served by 
theorists who do not explain con
tinuity and connection, but 
rather amplify artificial 
differences. 

Too few voices: 
It is by now well chronicled that 
there are too few approaches 
-promulgated by too few 
theorists- to the problems that 
planners are asked to conceptu
alize and solve. This situation is 
exacerbated by the use of diffi
cult language and styles of expo
sition, the repetition of tired 
themes, and the dominance of a 
few, largely male, voices. 
Inspirational pieces have been 
written, but in the eyes of a 
working planner the overall 
impression is one of obscurity 
and indulgence. The relatively 
few women, non-professionals, 
and persons of indigenous origin 
who do write planning theory 
often offer criticism instead of 
alternative prescription. This does 
not mean that planning theory 
should be "dumbed down"; it 
only means that we have to 
increase the size, diversity, and 
clarity of the chorus that we trust 
to sing our intellectual orienta
tions to life. 

Practice 
Almost all practicing planners 
complain that academic planners 
in general, and planning theorists 
in particular, have their collective 
head in the clouds. As valid as 
this opinion may be, practicing 
planners are open to the same 
meta-level of criticism. Despite 
good intentions, working plan
ners often do not consistently 

. employ the processes upon 
which our profession is founded. 
In this case, our critics originate 
not from within our own ranks, 
but from the many publics that 
we fail to serve. Again, the fac
tors that contribute to this crisis 
are not difficult to identify. 
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En conclusion, Doug Aberley, urbaniste-conseil de Colombie
Britannique, distingue theorie et pratique en urbanisme dans un 
expose rigoureux des elements que l'urbaniste doit surmonter et de 
!'orientation qu'il doit prendre. II nous explique !'importance d'agir 
selon nos convictions et donne des directions a suivre. L'urbaniste 
est depositaire des acquis de la planification urbaine. Chacun de 
nous doit entreprendre de rede.finir ses rapports avec la profession. 

the Future 
for the New Millennium 

Planners as de facto police: ready to take a public participa-
The highest cost of institutionaliz- tion process only so far or to put 
ing our profession has been that tough decisions about sustainabil-
we have accepted the placement ity off for just a while longer. We 
of very strict boundaries around readily sell our skills, but we do 
the definition of what we do. not persist in communicating that 
There is only one area of activity the stated goals of our profession 
that politicians consistently direct go far beyond mere maintenance 
us to perform. Although we peri- of the status quo. 
odically venture into more 
creative territory, the great major- Planners as cynics ... or worse: 
ity of our collective work involves Arguably, our worst collective 

the making and enforcement of fault is cynicism. We are left dan-

rules. In this mode, success gling by one too many politician 

involves crafting legislation whose or get manipulated by one too 

goal is to subvert any form of many developer who does not 

variation . That we benignly live up to her or his word . We 

accept the direction to be so con- get excluded from the decision-

cerned with the preservation of making loop by administration or 

order must colour, to our very engineering departments, or go 

core, the way we feel and act, too long without giving or 

both professionally and as individ- receiving praise. The stress of this 

uals. situation can culminate in a cyni-
cism that will poison the atmos-

Planners as technicians: phere of any planning office . The 
Great pressure continues to be final stage of cynicism is "group-
exerted on planning schools to think," a delusional condition 
turn out graduates who can hit exhibited by any cadre that feels 
the ground running with quanti- besieged . Serious mistakes in 
tative and technical skills. This judgment multiply as clients, 
kind of training is expected to interest groups or colleagues, 
take precedence over a more who would normally be served 
interdisciplinary approach to edu- with respect, are treated as 
cation , one that emphasizes skills enemies. 
involving listening, research, and 
many forms of communication. What we must 
While no one will argue that tech- head towards 
nical skills are not critically impor-
tant to learn, the teaching of GIS Theory 
or decision analysis too often In this new millennium, planning 
ignores the qualitative sensibilities theory will not be considered the 
that must ultimately guide their exclusive responsibility of 
use. theorists. It will be widely 

accepted that philosophical dis-
Planners as mercenaries: 

course involves the intertwining 
Many planners appear to have 

of normative and descriptive ele-
divided their personal systems of 

ments. The process of successfully 
value from the professional tasks 

adopting these new approaches 
they perform. Perhaps this sepa-

to the evolution and use of plan-
ration emanates from the simple 

ning theory will require the corn-
need to work, or from a sincere 

pletion of several related tasks. 
belief that it is possible to turn 
one part of your consciousness off Typologies: 
so that another value structure We will have agreed that it is 
can take its place. The danger of essential to review the existing 
this type of professional behav- body of planning theory, and to 
iour is that our employers see us model -in a variety of ways- the 
merely as loyal soldiers, always relationships that exist between 

them. The goal of this coopera-
tive exercise will not be to come 
up with a single typology that 
"speaks" to every planner. 
Instead, many typologies will be 
developed, including those that 
show to what degree a planning 
theory is sensitive to gender 
issues, different cultural settings, 
or decentralized decision-making 
processes. Successive generations 
of planning students will be 
encouraged to survey this body 
of graphic work, and to add to it 
as their needs or sensibilities 
change over time. 

Ethics: 
It will also have been accepted 
that, if there can be no single, 
uniform theory of planning 
whitch allows us to act objectively 
in the world, it is of paramount 
importance for us to be thor-
oughly conversant with issues 
related to ethics. As planners 
begin to operate from more trans-
parent value frameworks, we will 
be healthier collectively, and more 
honest in the professional rela-
tionships we seek to nurture. 
There will be no charges of 
obscure behaviour if, at meetings 

of our peers, someone relates that 
they are by nature deontological 
but are working hard to better 
develop their teleological 
capabilities. 

Philosophical interconnection: 
Planning theories will increasingly 
invoke the philosophical concepts 
and vocabulary of a much wider 
range of academic disciplines. 
Dewey's "pragmatism," 
Habermas's "communicative 
action," Gramsci's "hegemony," 
and Melucci's "new social move-
ments" will be familiar to all of us. 
While it will be a daunting task to 
gain this wider orientation, it will 
be deemed essential that we 
become better at the art of philo-
sophical discourse. The resulting 
expression of true interdisciplinar-
ity, made with confidence, will 
help to provide the "special 
knowledge" that our discipline 
has so long sought to offer. 
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Practice 
Reforming the practice of plan
ning in this new millennium will 
pose a far greater challenge than 
reforming the theories of the dis
cipline. It is not a matter of 
reorienting the activities of a few 
planning theorists, but of thou
sands of working planners who 
occupy many types of institutional 
niches. In fundamentally changing 
the way in which we conceptual
ize our purpose and act in the 
world, a number of challenges will 
have been met. 

Sharing our "private heart": 
We will learn to step back from 
the "busyness" of our day-to-day 
jobs so that we can regularly 
appraise the larger agenda that 
we set for ourselves as profession
als and individuals. This larger 
agenda will be inspired as much 
by our hearts as by our minds. 
We will also learn to share these 
feelings and aspirations easily 
with other planners, as well as 
with constituents of the institu

tions and communities in which 
we are employed. We will 
become valued as much for our 
clear expressions of issues related 
to beliefs and values as we are for 
the application of our technical 
expertise. 

Thinking and acting "out of the 
box": 
The idea that our professional 
success should be judged solely 
on how well we serve the man
dates of our employers will be 
successfully challenged . In nurtur
ing a new tradition of service we 
will work more regularly for 
"free," choosing a prudent 
amount of personal or consul
tancy time to dedicate to causes 
that exist beyond the bounds of 
the status quo. In addition to 

broadening the constituency for 
planning in general, we will pro
mote the spread of innovative 

demonstration projects that help 
define how ecological sustainabil 
ity and social justice can actually 
be achieved . 

Ecosystem connection: 
Planners will reorient their practice 
to the central consideration that 
the majority of human activity is 
best organized within relatively 
small territories called "biore
gions." Issues related to self
reliance in staples production , 
watershed restoration, efficient 
movement of goods, and devel
opment of bottom-up structures 
of governance and development, 
will evolve within this regional 
context. Planners will lead the 
way in explaining processes by 
which colonial "straight-line" 
boundaries will be replaced by 
new administrative limits that 
have greater respect for biophysi
cal and cultural continuities. 
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Conclusion 
In my work with First Nation 
communities, I have often heard 
that the purpose of one's life and 
work should be the collection of 
stories that will someday make 
you a respected Elder. At this 
stage, you will have passed 
through experiences of a type 
and variety that engender the 
celebration of your worth as a 
repository of knowledge, 
humour, and insight. It is my 
guess that stories of by-law 
enforcement or official commu
nity plan revision , or tales of how 

you worked to maintain late cap
italism, would not cut the mus
tard . To be valued, our stories 
will have to be based on a differ
ent range of experiences. How 
did you help bring social justice 
to governance? How was biodi
versity re-established as local 
watersheds were restored? 
What bravery did you attain 
-either purposefully or unwit
tingly- as old ways of doing 
things were confronted and 
replaced? 

If you are unfortunate, you see 
planning only as a career. If you 
have somehow managed to keep 
your "private heart" alive , and 
have helped individuals and com
munities realize aspirations for 
social justice and ecological sus
tainability in whatever form , you 
have made your life something 
more. It is this joining of service 
to a spectrum of generally 
accepted purpose that I hope will 
define planning in the new mil
lennium. In this way, we will be 
able to participate more fully in 
the many processes that weave 
strong connections between 
humans and the ecosphere, 
between neighbours, and 
between cultures. We will be 

better able to balance what we 
"do" with what we "believe." 

Simple as that. 

Doug Aberley spent the first 

sixteen years of his planning practice 

in the Skeena Valley in northwest 

British Columbia. While completing 

a PhD in planning at Heriot-Watt 

University in Edinburgh, Scotland, 

he was editor of Boundaries of 

Home: Mapping for Local 

Empowerment, as well as Futures By 

Design: The Practice of Ecological 

Planning (Gabriola Island, B.C.: New 

Society Publishers). Doug now lives 

in Vancouver, where he manages a 

bioregional planning consultancy 

and is an Adiunct Professor at the 

UBC School of Community and 

Regional Planning. He can be 

reached by e-mail at: 

daberley@interchange. ubc. ea 
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REMEMBER SAUL ALINSKY'S CIASSIC GUIDE TO community 
rebel-rousing, Ruks for Radicals? Bill Lee's Pragmatics of Community Organization is an 
updated-and much more Canadian-approach to the same issue: how to work with 
grassroots communities to achieve empowerment and social justice. The book is a primer 
for social work students as well as for those who are just beginning to do community 
development work. It is also a valuabk tool for community-based planners and for other, 
more experienced community practitioners. 

pour vous 

Pragmatics 
of Community Organization 

Pragmatics of 
Community Organization 
(Third Edition) 

by Bill Lee 
(Mississauga: 
CommonAct Press, 1999) 

Reviewed by Barbara 
Loevinger Rahder 

Embedded in a clear conceptual 
framework, Pragmatics of 
Community Organization is a 
practical, down-to-earth guide 
for community-based practice . 
The first section, 
"Conceptualizing Community 
Organizing Practice ," begins 
with a brief history of community 
organizing, from Moses to Paulo 
Freire. Lee's pragmatic approach 
has developed out of these 
earlier traditions and his own 
experience. He debunks Social 
Darwinist and liberal humanist 
approaches to understanding 
poverty, including the ideologies 
underlying passive acceptance of 
global capitalism and its negative 
repercussions. Lee's approach 
views people in disadvantaged 
communities within the context 
of current political and economic 
neo-liberalism , and characterizes 
them as both victims and 
citizens . In other words, while 
certain communities are 
systematically discriminated 
against and impoverished by 
oppressive systems, people have 
rights and abilities that can be 
organized to produce coherent, 
collective action for progressive 
social change . 

Lee formulates a critique of social 
planning that is particularly 
relevant to the work of 
community-based planners, and 
is reminiscent of some earlier 
critiques of advocacy planning. 
He notes that social planning is 
most often practiced at some 
distance from communities, as if 
communities were merely objects 

of study, groups of people and 
places to be researched and then 
represented in a larger policy 

arena. Rather than contending 
that social planners should work 
on a community 's behalf, Lee's 
pragmatic approach proposes 
working with the community, 
much like "empowerment 
planners" in the United States. 
Obviously, the roles played by 
the community-based 
practitioner will be quite different 
from those of the traditional 
planner. Yet the core skills 
described by Lee -listening, 
information gathering, analysis, 
facilitation, and negotiation- are 
skills increasingly cited as 

important for today's planners. 

The book 's second section, 
"Phases of Community 
Organization" provides detailed 
advice about working with 
communities from the "pre
entry " to the final phase. This is 
the section in which Lee's many 
years of practical experience 
working with communities in 
Canada and abroad comes to the 
fore. For example, Lee 
emphasizes the importance of 
doing some preliminary 
background work in the pre
entry phase, prior to actual 
contact with the community. In 

particular, he suggests that the 
community practitioner learn 
about the history of the 
community and about political 
relations both within the 
community and between the 
community and the project 
funders. He argues that while 
this kind of preparation cannot 
eliminate surprises, it can limit 
unexpected behaviours and 
provide the practitioner with a 
foundation for understanding 
and discussing contentious issues 
in the community. 

Lee goes on to establish 
principles for the subsequent 
phase of "Contact and 
Engagement," in order to guide 
the practitioner's initial contacts 
with the community. He explores 
issues of trust, representation , 
and the need for sensitivity to 
local conditions. At the end of 
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this chapter, Lee comments on 
how this phase might feel to a 
beginning practitioner: 

Entering and beginning to 
conned meaningfully with 
people is a crucial element in 
the organizing process. It can 
also be one of the most 

confusing times in the 
pro;ect .... This is a bad 
news/good news situation .... 
There is strength in seeing 
ourselves as being at the 
beginning of a ;ourney, one in 
which we will learn, and in 
which we shall become more 
deeply involved. At this point 
we are looking for people who 
wish to travel with us, and for 
things that will assist us along 
the road. (p.92) 

In fact, each chapter of 
Pragmatics of Community 
Organization combines practical 
advice about difficult situations 
with Lee's own 
calm and 
reassuring 
reflections. The 
chapter on 
"Community 
Analysis" describes 
analysis as a 
process of reflection 
and social learning. 
Lee emphasizes the 
importance of 
consensus, and 
outlines the steps 
involved in 
participatory research as 
a means of community 
analysis. He concludes 
that " social learning 
should become a habit " 
(p. 110). The chapter on 
"Organization 
Development" covers 
everything from meetings to 
funding. And the chapter on 
"Popular Action" describes 
ways in which members of 
the community can take 
responsibility and put new 
skills and confidence into 
action . This chapter also has 
helpful sections on how to use 
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the media, and on principles 
guiding negotiations. Concluding 
chapters establish principles for 
evaluations and discuss the ways 
in which community-based 
projects might conclude -
including celebrations of success, 
however limited it might be . 

This book is particularly valuable 

because it is a unique integration 
of (1) a practical " how-to" guide 
for community-based work; (2) a 
radical perspective on social 
justice; and (3) a gentle, non
judgmental plea to keep listening 
to, reflecting on, and learning 
from the diverse communities in 
which we work. For planning 

students and practitioners who 
are interested in working with 

grassroots communities, there is 
no more important book to read 

and keep on hand for frequent 
reference . 

Barbara Loevinger Rahder, 
Associate Professor, is the Graduate 

Planning Programs Coordinator in 

the Faculty of Environmental 

Studies, York University, Toronto, 

and a Steering Committee Member 

of Planners Network. 
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The Academic Nexus 
Le lien academique 

A Report from the Association of Canadian Urban Planning Programs 
by Ian Skelton, PhD MCIP 

City Planning at 
the University of 
Manitoba 

The Program 
Founded as part of the national 
initiative to develop capabilities 
in planning and development in 
post-war Canada, the oldest con
tinuing planning program in the 
country is housed in the 
Department of City Planning at 
the University of Manitoba. 
Throughout its fifty-year history 
the program has been an active 
participant in the urban scene. 
Indeed, the trends and currents 
that characterized Canadian 
planning during this period have 
been well represented here. In its 
early years the program concen
trated on physical planning, 
reflecting both the nature of 
planning at the time and the 
design work of its founding 
director, Joseph Kostka. Since 
then the program has con
tributed to planning thought and 
practice , supporting and shaping 
the movements that have 
improved human settlements by 
bringing scientific knowledge, 
social and ecological thinking, 
and principles of equity to the 
discipline. We invite you to join 
us in the commemoration of this 

proud legacy in the spring of 
2000, when we host our jubilee 
celebration in collaboration with 
the Manitoba Professional 
Planners Institute (MPPI) and 

other partners. But the purpose 
of this column is to describe what 
we are up to now, and how we 
envision the future development 
of the program . 

Situated in the Faculty of 
Architecture, the department 
shares the delivery of an under

graduate program in 
Environmental Design with three 

other professional graduate pro
grams: Architecture, Interior 
Design and Landscape 
Architecture. This context shapes 
the planning program in a num
ber of ways. For example, there 
are many opportunities available 
for staff and students to work 
across disciplines. In both course 
work and research projects, peo
ple with different backgrounds 
-including design, social sci
ences, humanities and engineer-

ing- share their perspectives. 
Another feature of this context is 
the emphasis on the studio in the 
graduate curriculum . At the 

University of Manitoba, a studio 
consists of a series of problem
solving situations arranged by 
the instructor according to an 
educational agenda. The Masters 
of City Planning (MCP) program 
involves three studios: the first 
focuses on neighbourhood plan
ning, primarily in the inner city; 
the second addresses planning 
problems at the regional level; 
and the third relates to aboriginal 
issues. Where possible, the stu
dios adopt a service-learning 
framework -that is, students 
develop their planning skills while 
providing useful services to com
munities outside the university. 
As they progress through the 
series of studios, students also 
draw on concepts and materials 
introduced in courses in planning 
theory, housing, ecological plan

ning and other areas. 

Students come from across 
Canada and from every conti
nent to take the MCP degree. 
Their academic backgrounds are 
varied and their life experiences 
diverse. They are attracted to the 
relatively small class size and the 
close student/staff relationship 
that the program maintains, as 
well as to opportunities offered 
by the curriculum. Recently, the 

department participated in the 
Consortium on Sustainable 
Development and Planning, a 
student mobility project that is 
funded by the governments of 
Canada, the United States and 
Mexico, and that enables stu
dents to spend a term at a uni
versity abroad. We are now 
entering new mobility projects 
with partners in this country and 
in France, Germany and 

Portugal. We appreciate the lead 
that colleagues at York University 
have provided in these projects. 
This year we are working on 
building relationships with plan
ning schools in Minnesota, in 
order to establish student 
exchanges and studio-based col
laboration. We have also recently 
entered an agreement with the 
Universidad Mayor de San 
Andres, Bolivia, and are collabo
rating in the design of a regional 

impact study as part of a devel
opment plan. Closer to home, 
students and staff are working 

with local partners in such areas 
as urban revitalization, local eco
nomic development, municipal 
housing policy, and urban design. 

The program has five full-time 
staff members and draws on 
local practitioners for about 2 .5 

full-time equivalents of sessional 
instruction . Though they have 
gained experience in teaching 
and practice from their work in 
other places, the full-time mem
bers are fairly new to Manitoba. 
Sheri Blake joined the depart
ment in 1997, after returning to 
Canada from a position at 
Temple University, Tokyo. Her 
work embraces urban design and 
urban revitalization, and she is a 
founding board member of the 
pioneering West Broadway 
Community Development 
Corporation. Rae Bridgman, an 
urban anthropologist, arrived 
from York University in 1998. 
Her nationally funded work on 
homelessness earned her the 
prestigious award for the Best 
Action Research Paper at the 
recent Association of Collegiate 
Schools of Planning conference 
in Chicago. Ian Skelton, the 

Department Head, came to 
Manitoba in 1996 from the 
School of Urban and Regional 
Planning at Waterloo. His 
research and publications focus 
on social policy and housing. 
David van Vliet, one of Canada's 
leading researchers and practi
tioners in sustainable community 
design, joined the University of 
Manitoba in 1998. His documen
tation of case studies in northern 
Europe has achieved interna
tional acclaim . Ian Wight, well 
known to readers of Plan Canada 
as an editor and contributor, 
came to Manitoba in 1994 after 
extensive professional practice in 
western Canada. He has been 
active in reconceptualizing 
regional planning to incorporate 
sustainability. 

Our program enjoys close ties to 
MPPI , whose members serve on 
thesis and program review com
mittees, share experiences as 
guest lecturers, and support the 
program in many other ways. 
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MPPI is active in the student 

internship that takes place 
between the two years of 
Masters study. It is currently 

developing a mentoring program 
to support and advise students as 
they map out their approaches to 
planning careers. 

The program prepares students 
for work in a variety of planning 
fields by offering learning oppor
tunities in planning theory and 
practice. Our mission is to 
strengthen the capacity of plan
ning to enhance the ecological 
sustainability, social equity and 
aesthetic qualities of human 
settlements. 

The Jubilee 
In March 2000, we will celebrate 
fifty years of excellence in plan
ning education , research and 
practice. We invite you to join us 
for a program of socializing, 
entertainment and learning. An 
outline of the proceedings is 
given below. Please see our web 
site for details and ticket infor
mation . 

Friday, March 24 
Evening: 
Wine and cheese social 

Faculty roast 

Saturday, March 25 
Morning: 
MPPI members' forum 
Afternoon: 
Mobile workshops, planning 
workshops · 
Evening: 
Banquet 
Live entertainment 
Silent auction 
"Dreaming the Post Millennium 

City" : An address by Leonie 
Sandercock, author of Towards 
Cosmopolis, the recent text 
described as the late twentieth 
century's most important book 
on planning practice 

For further information on the 

program and the jubilee, please 
visit our web site at 
www.arch.umanitoba.ca/cp.html 

We welcome your inquiries and 

suggestions. 



The Learning Curve 
A Forum for Students of Planning L acquisition du • savoir 
by Andrew Baigent 
Student Representative 
Representant des etudiants 

Tribune des etudiants en urbanisme 

Happy New Year everyone! 

This instalment of "The Learning Curve" is the third one to appear in 
Plan Canada. In the initial instalment, I proposed that we work 
together to develop a page that would represent all planning 
students, not just the student representative. Unfortunately, I have 
received only limited feedback about the format of the page. The few 
e-mails that I did receive seemed to favour a student page that 
included both a section for GIP Student News and a section for 
student articles. This approach has the advantage of allowing the 
student representative to keep students informed while offering them 
the opportunity to publish articles in Plan Canada. I still hope to 
receive more input from students. For the time being, however, I plan 
to give this format a chance. Students who are interested in having 
an article appear in Plan Canada can e-mail a copy to me. The 
article can deal with any planning-related topic and should consist 
of 450-500 words. The author can write in either French or English. 

On another front, the deadline for GIP Student Scholarship 
submissions is quickly approaching. The scholarships are valued at 
$1,000 each, and are available to all GIP student members enrolled 
in a full-time planning program. Applications by individual students 
or project teams will be accepted by the GIP National Office until 
March 3, 2000. 

Finally, the Institute's World/ink Program, which offers international 
internships to recent graduates, is currently accepting applications 
for a variety of planning positions in developing countries. In its 
first two years, the World/ink Program has successfully placed recent 
graduates in countries such as Cuba, Zimbabwe, Estonia, China, and 
India. The program will be offering internships which start in either 
May or October 2000. Accordingly, individual applications for the 
summer internships must be received at the National Office by March 
31, 2000, and applications for the fall internships by September 30, 
2000. For more information, contact Chantelle Swaby at the GIP 
National Office (J-800-207-2138). 

Andrew Baigent 
Bpab@qlink.queensu.ca 

CAPS 2000: 
Planning a Sustainable Millennium 
In February 1999, at the speakers who reflect the multidis-
Canadian Association of Planning ciplinary and integrated approach 
Students (CAPS) Conference in of the conference. These speakers 
Montreal, a delegation of stu- include David Orr, Bill Rees, 
dents from the School of Moura Quayle, and Vanessa 
Community and Regional Geary. The breadth of insight and 
Planning (SCARP) at the expertise offered by the keynote 
University of British Columbia speakers will address the themes 
made a successful bid to host the of the conference: Traditional 
upcoming CAPS 2000 Knowledge, Physical Knowledge, 
Conference. Since then, students and Social Knowledge. 
at the University of British 

Columbia have been actively 
preparing for "Planning a 
Sustainable Millennium." The 
conference is scheduled to take 
place February 9 to 12, 2000, in 
Vancouver. 

The goal of the CAPS 2000 
Conference is reflected in its mis
sion statement: "To advance eco

logical, social, and economic sus
tainability through local interdisci

plinary action." To achieve a 
comprehensive exploration of sus
tainability, the conference will be 
organized around keynote 

"Planning a Sustainable 
Millennium" will be a memorable 
experience for all participants: 
students, professionals, planners 
and non-planners. To learn more 
about this year's CAPS 
Conference or to register, please 
visit the CAPS 2000 web site at: 
www.interchange.ubc.ca/caps2000/ 
If you require further information, 
please send an e-mail to: 
caps_2000@hotmail.com 

See you in Vancouver! 

Karen Gregory 
CAPS Representative, UBC 
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Bonjour, tout le monde, 

Voici, dans ce numero de Plan Canada consacre au millinaire, le 
troisieme article de la rubrique "L'acquisition du savoir". Dans le 
premier,j'ai propose que nous collaborions a la conception d'une 
page qui soit a !'image non seulement du representant des etudiants, 
mais de tous les etudiantes et etudiants en urbanisme. 
Malheureusement, vous ne n'avez envoye qu'un nombre restreint 
d'idees au sujet de la presentation de la page. Les quelques courriels 
que j'ai reyus favorisaient un melange d'actualites pertinentes de 
l'ICU et d'articles d'etudiantes et d'etudiants. Cette solution possede 
l'avantage de permettre au representant etudiant de tenir ses 
homo/,ogues au courant, tout en offrant a ceux-ci !'occasion de faire 
paraftre un article dans Plan Canada.]'espere obtenir d'autres 
commentaires, mais, pour !'instant, je prevois donner une chance a 
cette formule. Si la publication d'un article dans Plan Canada vous 
interesse, veuillez m 'envoyer votre texte par courriel. Qui sait? Le 
premier article d'une etudiante ou d'un etudiant figurera peut-etre 
dans le prochain numero. Redige en franyais ou en anglais, le texte 
devrait traiter d'un des aspects de l'urbanisme et comporter de 450 a 
500 mots. S'il y a suffisamment d'espace, un resume traduit sera 
inclus. 

Par ailleurs, la date limite d'envoi des demandes de bourse d'etudes 
de !'ICU approche a grands pas. D'une valeur de 1000 $ chacune, les 
bourses sont proposees a tousles membres etudiants de !'ICU qui 
sont inscrits a un programme d'urbanisme a plein temps. Le Bureau 
national de l'Institut recevra les demandes d'etudiantes et 
d'etudiants individuels ou d'equipes de projet jusqu'au 3 mars 2000. 

En dernier lieu, le programme WorldLink de l'Institut, qui offre des 
stages internationaux a de recents diplomes, accepte actuellement 
des demandes pour une variete de pastes en urbanisme dans des 
pays en developpement. Au cours de ses deux premieres annees, ii a 
envoye des diplomes dans des pays comme Cuba, le Zimbabwe, 
l'Estonie, la Chine et l'Inde. Les pastes proposes par WorldLink 
permettent d'acquerir de !'experience professionnelle au niveau de 
debutant et constituent une excellente occasion de connaftre des 
pays etrangers et des cultures fascinantes. Le programme offre des 
stages qui debuteront en mai et en octobre 2000. Les demandes de 
stage d'ete et d'automne doivent parvenir au Bureau national d'ici le 
31 mars et le 30 septembre prochains, respectivement. Pour obtenir 
des renseignements supplementaires, veuillez communiquer avec 
Chantelle Swaby au Bureau national de l'Institut (J-800-207-2138). 
Bonne chance a tout le monde! 

Andrew Baigent 
Bpab@qlink.queensu.ca 
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Congres de l'ACEAU
Plani/ier un millenaire 
durable 
En fevrier 1999, /ors du congres 
de /'Association canadienne des 
etudiants en amenagement et en 
urbanisme (ACEAU) qui s'est tenu 
a Montreal, une delegation 
d'etudiantes et d'etudiants de 
l'ecole d'urbanisme communau
taire et regional de l'Universite de 
Ja Colombie-Britannique a vu 
couronnee de succes sa 
candidature a /'organisation du 
prochain congres. Depuis, Jes 
etudiantes et etudiants de cet 
etablissement preparent active
ment /'evenement, qui aura pour 
theme «Planifier un millenaire 
durable» et qui se derou/era du 9 
au 12 fevrier 2000 a Vancouver. 

Le but du congres de /'an 2000 de 
l'ACEAU se reflete dans son 
enonce de mission : «Faire pro
gresser la durabilite ecologique, 
sociale et economique par /'action 
interdisciplinaire locale». Pour 
assurer un examen pousse de la 
durabilite, Ja conference sera 
organisee autour d'orateurs prin
cipaux qui ont adopte une 
approche multidisciplinaire et 
integree. Parmi ceux-ci, mention
nons David Orr, Bill Rees, Moura 
Quayle et Vanessa Geary. /Is 
feront appel a leurs reflexions 
approfondies et a leur vaste expe
rience pour aborder Jes themes de 
Ja conference, c'est-a-dire Ja con
naissance traditionnelle, Ja 
connaissance physique et Ja 
connaissance socia/e. 

Pour obtenir des renseignements 
supplementaires ou vous inscrire, 
visitez le site Web du congres de 
/'an 2000, a l'adresse 
www. interchange. ubc. ea/ caps2000/. 

On espere que vous serez des 
n6tres! 

Karen Gregory 
Representante de l'ACEAU (UBC) 
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Planning • Urban Design • Environmental Assessment 
17? S'. Gt·orqe Street Toronto Ontario fV15R2M7 
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URBAN STRATEGIES INC . 

Plannlng and Urban Design 

257 Adelaide Street West, Suite 500, To ronto , Canada M5H 1X9 

T 416.340.9004 F 416.340 .8400 E admin@urbanstrategies.com 

John D. Rogers & Associates Inc. 

Land Use Planning Consultants 
Development and Project Management 

3564 Hurontario Street 
Mississauga, Ontario L5B 1P3 
Tel: 905-275-9000/Fax?-905-275-5458 

Serving our clients for more than 25 years 
jdrplanning@sympatico.ca 

MacNaughton 
Hermsen 
Britton 
darkson 
Planning Limited 

Proven Professionals in Urban & Regional 
Planning & Resource Management 

171 Victoria St. N., Kitchener, Ontario, N2H 5C5 
(519) 576-3650 Fax: (519) 576-0121 e-mail: mhbcplan@ionline.net 

545 North Rivermede Road # 204, Concord, Ontario , L4K 4Hl 
(905) 761-5588 Fax: (905) 761-5589 e-mail: clarkson@ionline.net 

.. 
ENTRA 

CONSULTANTS INC. 

2800 Fourteenth Avenue 
Suite 210 
Markham, Ontario L3R 0£4 

Telephone: (905) 946-8900 
Toll Free: 1-800-959-6788 
Fax: (905) 946-8966 

£-mall: info@entra-markham.com 
Website: www.entra-markham.com 

Excellence in 
Transportation Planning 
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Malone 
Given 

Parsons Urban Planning 

Market Research 

140 Renfrew Orive, Suite 201, Markham, Ontario, l3R 683 Tourism Studies 
Te/:(905)513-0170 Fax:(905)513-0177 
E-mail: mgpgen@mgp.ca Economic Analysis 

• Urban & Regional Planning 
• Municipal Planning 
• Subdivisions & Site Plans 
• Ontario Municipal Board Hearings 
• Project Management 
• Industrial Reuse Strategies 

Lawyers 

Royal Centre 
3300 Hwy. #7 West Suite 320 

Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4M3 

Tel: (905) 783-8080 
1-800-363-3558 

Fax: (905) 738-6637 

Harold G. Elston, MCIP, RPP, LL.B. 

The Monarch Building 
436 Wellington Street West, suite 101 , Toronto, Ontario, M5V 1E3 

Tel: ( 416) 977-9895 Fax: ( 416) 977-9850, E-mail: harold@elstonslawyers.com 

COCHUNI 
BROOK 

The contemporary arts 
& science 

of city building 

Cochrane Brook Plannln9 & Urban Design 
618-555 Richmond St. W. Toronto M5V 3B1 

181 416.604,5576 fax416.504.9766 
www.oochl'8ll61Jl'OUP.ca 

Real Estate Advisory Services 

• Financial Feas ibility & Market Analysis • Economic & Tourism Development 

• Geographic Information Systems • Development Strategies 

Doug Annand 
(416) 224-2 140 

Eric Leonard 
(403) 509-7363 

www.pwcglobal.com/ca 

Kerry Wilson 
(514) 205-5288 

0 1999 PricewaterhouseCoopers. PricewaterhouseCoopers refers to the Canadian firm of 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and other members of the worldw ide PricewaterhouseCoopers organization. 
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~~ ·--lea Associates ,...,.., 
~ir," 

Transportation and 
Environmental 
Consultants 

www.lea.ca 

DILLON 
CONSULTING 

• Infrastructure 
• Environment 

on Planning 
ering 

n Systems 
Planning 

eering 
Design 

Vancauver 
Tel (6041 609·2272 
Fax (6041 609· 7008 

• Communities 
• Facilities 

. C I, • Winnipeg • Windsor • Chatham Vancouver • Yellowknife • a,gary l L "t • Fredericton 
C b d, Toronto • Ottawa • qa uz 

London • am n <ge • b 5 dney • International 
Moncion • Halifax • Port Hawts ury ~2;J 6N5 (4 16) 2294646 

100 Sheppard Avenue East, Toronto, ntano 

www.dillon.ca 

GROUP 
Transportation 

Consultants 

45 St. Clair Avenue West, Suite 300 Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 K9 
416.961.7110(tel) 416.961.9807(fax) www.bagroup.com 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT LTD. 

HALIFAX NS • MONCTON NB • ST JOHN'S N~~D 
WWW.EDM.CA • E· MAIL: INFO @EDM. 

TOLL-FREE TELEPHONE, 1 (877) 425-7900 

INTEGRATED PROFESSIONAL 
PLANNING SERVICES IN ... 

• GIS APPLICATIONS 
• LAND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS 
• VISUAL ANALYSIS 
• WATERFRONT PLANNING 
• COMMUNITY PLANNING 
• TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 
• ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 
• ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
• LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
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CATHERINE A . SPEARS 
B.E.S., M.SC. (PL), MCIP, RPP 

36 Queensbury Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario 

MlN 2X7 

Phone, 416/698/3700 

Foxe 416 / 698 /3 1 99 

Em a i I: caspears@in terlog.com 

\!IGAGN"N 
LAW 
Bono 

URBAN PLANNERS LTD. 

Official Plan and Zoning 
By-law Amendments 

Committee of Adjustment 

Site Design and Development 

Expert Witness Testimony 

Policy Planning 

Land Development Planning 

21 Queen Street East, Suite 500 
Brampton, Ontario, Canada L6W 3P1 

Phone: (905) 796-5790 
Fax: (905) 796-5792 

E-mail: gagnon@idirect.com 
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Yours is not just a job. It's a mission. 

But now, globalization, technology, 

mergers and acquisitions, and 

government restructuring all create 

uncertainty about how to manage 

your land development, real estate 

and infrastructure projects. 

Arthur Andersen's REsource One® 

provides a complete solution for 

complex issues requiring innovative 

answers. From feasibility to finance. 

For more information, visit 

www.arthurandersen.com/rehsg 

or call David Ellis at 416-947-7877. 

At Arthur Andersen, we know how 

you feel - and we have a solution 

to offer. 

ARTHUR 
ANDERSEN 

Helping In Ways You Never Imagined.™ 

Policy and Development 

, Editing, Special Events 

New Reports from the 
Intergovernmental Committee on 
Urban and Regional Research (ICURR) 

User-Pay Systems for Solid Waste Management in Canadian 
Municipalities by Glenn Munroe, 61 pp., $30.00 

Professional Attitudes Toward Alternative Development Standards 
by Steve Pomeroy, 48 pp., $30.00 

Review of the Regulatory Environment of Municipal Capital 
Borrowing by David P. Amborski, 56 pp., $30.00 

Please add $5.00 per order for shipping charges. 
To order the above reports please contact: 
Andre Lanteigne, Director, ICURR 
150 Eglinton Ave., East, Suite 301 
Toronto, ON M4P 1 ES 
Tel: (4 16) 973-5645. Fax: (416) 973-1 375 
Email: execdir@icurr.org 
Internet orders: 
http://www.icurr.org/icurr/research.htm 
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Got Another Public Consultation To Do? 
Feeling Stressed? 
Need Help? 

We Are Specialists In Public Participation 
Our unique processes allow you to: 
• Tap into the group's wisdom 
• Overcome polarization 
• Embrace diversity 

Our process allows you to do public consultations 
in a timely and cost-effective manner. 

What we offer: 
•Courses in facilitation skills 
•Facilitation courses at your location 

Our courses are offered in: 
Toronto • Waterloo • Winnipeg • Saskatoon 
Regina • Calgary • Edmonton 

OR We can be your planning partner by 
working with you on a consultative basis. 
For more information, please contact Janis or Wayne at: 
TEL (416) 691-2316 FAX (416) 691-2491 

E-MAlL ica@icacan.ca 
HOME PAGE www.icacan.ca 
!CA Canada, 579 King,;ton Rd., Toronto ON M4E tR3 
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